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Centre approves Rs. 5,369 cr. for waterway project

The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs on Wednesday approved the more than Rs. 5,369
crore Jal Marg Vikas Project for development of fairway on National Waterway-1 with the technical
and investment support of the World Bank.

The project will extend over Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand and West Bengal. It will cover major
districts, including Varanasi, Ghazipur, Vaishali, Patna, Begusarai, Musrhidabad, Pakur, Hoogly
and Kolkata, according to an official statement.

The project, which is expected to be completed by March 2023, will provide alternative mode of
transport that will be environment friendly and cost effective, the government said, adding that the
project would contribute in bringing down the logistics cost in the country while providing a boost to
infrastructure development.

Job creation

“NW-1 development and operations will lead to direct employment generation to the tune of
46,000 and indirect employment of 84,000 will be generated by vessel construction industry,” the
government added.

The government said that the IBRD loan component would be Rs. 2,512 crore, while the Centre’s
counterpart funding of Rs. 2,556 crore would be sourced from budgetary allocation and the
proceeds from a bond issue.

Private sector participation under PPP mode would be Rs. 301 crore.

The project will include construction of multi-modal terminals at Varanasi, Sahibganj, Haldia,
Kalughat, Ghazipur and Farakka, five pairs of roll-on roll-off terminals, integrated ship repair and
maintenance complexes, bank protection works, and provision of navigation aids.
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Govt. nod for revised PPP port concessions

Smooth sailing:The revised concession pact is aimed at making the investment climate more
investor friendly.  

The government on Wednesday approved a revised model concession pact for projects based on
public private partnership (PPP) design at major ports to make the investment climate more
investor friendly.

The revised Model Concession Agreement (MCA) includes providing an exit route to developers
by way of divesting their equity up to 100% after completion of two years from the Commercial
Operation Date (COD), similar to the MCA provisions of the highways sector.

“The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi has approved amendments in the
Model Concession Agreement to make the port projects more investor-friendly and make
investment climate in the port sector more attractive,” the Ministry of Shipping said in a statement.

The amendments in the MCA envisage constitution of the Society for Affordable Redressal of
Disputes - Ports (SAROD- PORTS) as a disputes resolution mechanism similar to the provision
available in the highways sector. The government said under provision of additional land to the
concessionaire, land rent had been reduced from 200% to 120% of the applicable scale of rates
for the proposed additional land.

“Concessionaire would pay royalty on “per MT of cargo/TEU handled” basis, which would be
indexed to the variations in the WPI annually,” the statement said.

This would replace the present procedure of charging royalty which is equal to the percentage of
gross revenue, quoted during bidding, calculated on the basis of upfront normative tariff ceiling
prescribed by Tariff Authority for Major Ports (TAMP).

Operator grievances

The government said this would help to resolve the long-pending grievances of public private
participation (PPP) operators that revenue share was payable on ceiling tariff and price discounts
are ignored.

The problems associated with fixing storage charges by TAMP and collection of revenue share on
storage charges, which had plagued many projects, would also get eliminated.
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Pack grains, sugar in jute bags: Cabinet

In a boost to the jute sector, the Cabinet on Wednesday approved the mandatory packaging of
foodgrains and sugar in jute bags for the Jute Year 2017-18.

“The decision would sustain the core demand for the jute sector and support the livelihood of the
workers and farmers dependent on the sector,” the government said in a release. “The Jute Year
2017-18 period is from July 1, 2017 to June 30, 2018.”

“The approval mandates that 90% of the food grains and 20% of the sugar products shall be
mandatorily packed in jute bags.”
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Agri price volatility

India’s farm economy is undergoing a structural shift—for the sixth straight year, horticulture crop
output has exceeded foodgrain production. But price volatility is a major problem. Therefore, last
week, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) government in Haryana launched the Bhavantar Bharpai
Yojna for vegetables. Under the scheme, the government will announce prices for four vegetables
before the sowing season and compensate farmers if there is a price deficit in the market.

A similar scheme was launched by Madhya Pradesh’s BJP government in 2017, but that has been
undermined by traders who depressed prices in mandis, since farmers were going to be
compensated by the government anyway. The MP experience is instructive. Government policy
should focus on reducing volatility in prices by allowing futures trading and encouraging
investment in cold-storage facilities, along with creating a national market for agriculture. Artificial
incentives that are unsustainable and fiscally irresponsible must end.
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Come July, label mandatory for food certified as ‘organic’

Come July, it would be illegal to sell organic food that was not appropriately labelled so.

The Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) had issued regulations that required
food companies selling organic produce to get certified with one of the two authorities — National
Programme for Organic Production (NPOP) or the Participatory Guarantee System for India (PGS-
India). Companies could also get a voluntary logo from the FSSAI that marked its produce as
‘organic.’

Though NPOP and PGS-India had been in the certification business for some years, it was mostly
a voluntary exercise. “From July, any company that claims to sell organic food and not sticking to
standards can be prosecuted,” Pawan Aggrawal, CEO, FSSAI told The Hindu.

“..Labelling on the package of organic food shall convey full and accurate information on the
organic status of the product. Such product may carry a certification or quality assurance mark of
one of the systems mentioned… in addition to the Food Safety and Standard Authority of India’s
organic logo,” said a FSSAI notification on January 2 and published in the Gazette. These rules
were finalised after almost a year of being sent out as a draft for public comments.

Third party certification

For nearly two decades now, organic farming certification had been done through a process of
third party certification under the NPOP. It was run by the Ministry of Commerce and was used for
certifying general exports. Nearly 24 agencies were authorised by the NPOP to verify farms,
storages and processing units and successful ones got a special ‘India Organic’ logo.

The PGS-India programme, in contrast, had been around for only two years and — unlike the top-
down approach of the NPOP — involves a peer-review approach. Here, farmers played a role in
certifying whether the farms in their vicinity adhered to organic-cultivation practices. This
programme was implemented by the Ministry of Agriculture through the National Centre of Organic
Farming.
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A blueprint for India’s ‘Smart Villages’

Sometime in early 2015, Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s Cabinet put forth a plan for upgrading a
cluster of 300 villages to ‘Smart Villages’. Christened as the Shyama Prasad Mukherji Rurban
Mission, after the founder of the Jan Sangh, the project aimed to develop the first phase by 2019.
A sound plan, considering that at least 833 million, about 68%, of Indians are living in rural areas.
And one that can be easily realised in a developing setting such as India’s, according to Yousef
Khalili, head of Smart City Digital Transformation Consulting Unit at NXN Group.

For Mr. Khalili, one of the architects of the Smart Dubai projects, Smart Villages is an idea that’s
close to his heart. “The baseline for smart communities is always constant, whether it is a city or a
village. It’s how you use technology to better the lives of people,” he explains in an interview.

For India, Mr. Khalili recommends starting with the challenges that are presented for such a
project. “The stress points of a city are very different from that of a village; and the quality of their
life is perhaps the most prominent challenge in rural areas. Here, we are talking about demands of
basic decent life conditions — education, health care, environment and employment among
others,” he elaborates.

Mr. Khalili says one should not look for the typical solutions that governments often resort to which
have had little success over decades. “If a government aspires to focus on education, instead of
budgeting for an expensive school infrastructure, they could create units for smart learning in
digital classrooms.”

When pointed to the obvious drawback that most villages lack the kind of Internet connectivity
required, Mr. Khalili strikes back with complementary solutions. “I feel it is much more scalable as
a solution to offer remote education within villages if the governments were to collaborate with
private investors.” In India, he believes, the private sector is not assured of return on investments.
“The government here needs to step up [its part], and implement a national programme whereby
they take their infrastructure to the villages in exchange for subsidised markets and revenue
shares,” he recommends.

“[The] same framework would apply for health care,” he says, adding that access to technologies
in health care needn’t affect the budget set aside for emergencies. “The government can offer tele-
medicine and mobile clinics in the village.” Since India is an agrarian economy, Mr. Khalili
recommends services aimed at farmers. “Apart from the consultation and support services, an
exchange or an online platform could be set up at village centres that allows the farmers to sell
their crops at the best prices,” he suggests. “It will bring transparency.”

Business model

However, even with pragmatic, yet lofty ideas, Mr. Khalili is aware that realising them would
require more than just good intentions. At his previous position with Cisco as well, Mr. Khalili had
worked extensively on a project focussing on India as a landscape to launch Smart Villages. “After
six months of study, I realised why such a project was unable to take off in the real world,” he
explains. “I believe that despite all the wishful thinking and good intentions, the business model or
the lack of one was not cracked.” The government alone cannot bear the financial costs of the
project, and the private sector doesn’t see the revenues for them, he says.

The government should launch a national programme whereby they take infrastructure to
the villages in exchange for subsidised markets for the private sector, says Smart City
expert Yousef Khalili
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The problem of land hoarding

The Centre, by its own admission, does not know exactly how much property it owns. Imagine
what would happen if a citizen or a private entity made such a claim before the taxman — they
would be fined and very likely end up in jail. The actual size and value of government-owned land
resources is thus a matter of speculation. The information provided by the Government Land
Information System (GLIS) is both incomplete and patchy. While various Central Ministries admit
to owning only about 13,50,500 hectares of land, disparate official sources suggest that the correct
figure is several times more than what is disclosed.

Official Land holding (in hectares)

Source: # Compilation based on data from the CAG reports and the annual report 2016-17 of
Ministry of Defence

What is worse is that a large proportion of government land lies unused. The Ministries of
Railways and Defence, respectively, have 43,000 hectares and 32,780 hectares of land lying
vacant, without even any proposed use. According to reports of the Comptroller and Auditor
General of India (CAG), the 13 major port trusts have 14,728 hectares of land lying idle.

These numbers are staggering, but they are only the tip of the iceberg. They exclude several
departments of the Centre and, more importantly, don’t take into account excess land holding by
the States. What is really unfortunate is that a large part of the unused land is high-value property
in prime areas in major cities.

Land hoarding by government agencies has created artificial scarcity and is one of the main
drivers of skyrocketing urban real estate prices. Even after the recent correction in property prices,
middle- and lower-income households find adequate housing unaffordable. High land prices also
reduce competitiveness by increasing the cost of industrial and development projects.

Moreover, the allocation of unused land is rife with corruption. Scams involving the Adarsh
Cooperative Housing Society, the Srinagar airfield project, and the Kandla Port Trust are a few of
the many examples of alleged complicity between private developers and local officials to misuse
government land. At the State level too, instances abound of public land being resold to private
entities in dubious deals.

The CAG also reports that none of the government agencies maintains adequate ownership
records. For instance, the 13 major ports have failed to produce title deeds for as much as 45% of
their land holdings. This makes squatters difficult to evict, and so they gravitate to these areas.

Land is a crucial and often constraining input for production, not only in agriculture but also in
secondary and tertiary sectors. The problem of land scarcity has been aggravated by grossly
wasteful land use by government agencies. While stock of land is fixed, its supply as an input in
production is not — it crucially depends on land use patterns. A useful measure of this is the floor
space index (FSI), which is the total floor area built per square metre of land. For example, if a
single-storey building occupies 50% of a plot, the FSI would be 1/2. If the building is expanded
vertically to have four stories, the FSI will go up to two (4 times 1/2), as the effective floor area has
quadrupled.

The demand for land increases with both population density and economic growth. Therefore, to
maintain efficiency, the FSI should also increase. By this token, the FSI should be the highest in
major city centres, where the demand for space is highest, and it should taper off gradually
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towards the periphery. Apart from supplying space for economic activities, such an arrangement
would also help maximise the gains from transport infrastructure.

However, most Indian cities defy these basic tenets of urban planning. The main reason is the
large areas of unused or underutilised government land with an irresponsibly low FSI. Residential
zones in Lutyens’ Delhi and Nungambakkam in Chennai are examples of this gross
underutilisation of land. Other cities don’t fare much better. The problem is most acute in
government residences and office locales. Indian metros thus have the lowest FSI compared to
those in other developing countries with similar population densities. The FSI in Shanghai is four
times of that of Delhi and Mumbai. Moreover, the investment per square metre gradient of Indian
cities is very low and haphazard. This is a pity as solving the problem of wastage could generate
employment and pull masses out of poverty, thereby aiding the economy to grow fast.

People have the right to know the size and use of land holding by government agencies, since
most of the official land has been acquired from them by paying pittance by way of compensation.
It is because of this subsidy that government agencies, and in many cases private companies,
have been able to amass large stocks of unused land. For instance, another report by the CAG on
Special Economic Zones shows that as much as 31,886 hectares, or 53% of the total land
acquired by the government for these zones, remains unused — land which would have been put
to more productive use by its original owners.

In a welcome initiative, the Centre has asked departments to identify surplus land. Unfortunately,
agencies seem to be loathe to cooperate.

Source: Various online publications

The need of the hour is a comprehensive inventory of land resources and usage patterns for all
government branches. It should include information on the location of each property, its
dimensions, the legal title, current and planned use, and any applicable land use restrictions. This
will enable effective identification of suboptimal land use, as well as of the land that is surplus.

Surplus land should be utilised to meet the ever-growing demands for services, such as water and
waste disposal, as well for government-sponsored housing and transportation projects. It is crucial
to avoid the temptation to sell surplus land as excessive acquisition of land may become the norm
and unwilling sellers are typically under-compensated. Land intended for future use can be rented
out till such time it is needed, through a transparent auctioning process. This will not only buoy the
public exchequer but prevent plots of land lying waste for years.

The problem of inefficient land use by government departments and public sector units is
complicated and endemic. Correcting such inefficiency is no mean feat. However, given the
importance of land for the country, we need to be creative in finding solutions. A public-
government partnership seems to be the way out. We could take a cue from Britain. There, the
government has pledged to provide details of ownership, location, and intended use for all
properties. Citizens are invited to contest official land use and suggest alternatives.

Therefore, as a first step, the government should agree to disclose its land use and release of
excess land, the use of which it cannot justify.

Ram Singh is Professor, Delhi School of Economics
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Agriculture needs a reforms package

With rural economic anxieties acquiring a political voice, the expectation is that the Budget will
focus on agriculture. For some time, the country has been in denial over the extent of the mess in
the sector.

Farm incomes are unattractive for a variety of reasons; the absurdity of policies features among
them. The overriding objective of price stability, over time, has tilted farm policy in favour of the
consumer, the numerically larger vote bank. Trade and price controls are highly restrictive, and
mostly anti-farmer. Protection afforded to the inefficient fertilizer industry ensures that input costs
are high. The farmer is forced to sell in the domestic market where prices tend to be lower than
global agricultural prices. Research papers have quantified the degree of anti-agriculture bias in
the system. Farmers’ economic viability is rarely the primary consideration, although political
rhetoric would suggest otherwise. Increasingly though, incompetence and politics have ensured
that policies are failing to serve even consumers.

Agri-markets are not free. Governments seek to influence prices, to smoothen them out. In the
absence of state intervention, prices soar in bad weather years and plunge in good weather years,
hurting consumers and farmers. The levers in governments’ hands are import and export controls,
buffer stocks management and minimum support prices (MSPs).

Prime Minister Narendra Modi is under pressure to deliver on the 2014 poll promise of higher
MSPs. The centrality of MSPs in vote-bank politics is well-known, but the economics of it is not
sufficiently appreciated. The MSP, the price at which the government offers to procure from
farmers, is an economic policy tool which requires technical acumen.

A sensible policy would be to buy from farmers when market prices are depressed and sell stocks
in the open market when prices are elevated. In the first scenario, if the MSP is pegged higher
than the market price, the procurement will raise the market price, boosting farm incomes. In the
latter, by offloading its stocks at a price lower than the market price, government can cushion
consumers against excessive inflation. The buyers of the subsidised sales (an efficient Public
Distribution System) are directly benefitted, but as the sales also lead to lower prices in the open
market, all consumers gain.

Procurement works effectively only if trade controls and stocks management are aligned with it.
How these tools tend to be deployed in a counterproductive manner was evident in the example of
pulses in 2016-17. Despite a bumper harvest, after a steep MSP hike and good rains, export
controls and stocking limits for private traders were retained and a record volume of imports
allowed to be shipped in. The resulting glut sent the market price down, below the MSPs,
rendering it pointless. The looming losses set off farmer protests seeking even higher MSPs.

The United Progressive Alliance government’s MSP policy was blamed for the food prices
inflation, from 2009 to 2013. The culprit, though, was poor management of food stocks. The
government had been raising MSPs to reduce the gap between low domestic and high global
agricultural prices. The launch of the National Food Security Mission and a global food prices
crisis necessitated hikes more aggressive than were originally planned. The high MSP ensured
that the increase in food grain production in the four-year period, 42 million metric tonnes, was
more than double of what had been targeted. But the high MSP also edged out private traders,
forcing a scale-up in procurement. Wheat and rice stocks surged but were not used to dampen
market prices.

Former Chief Economic Adviser Kaushik Basu has written about the mindset behind the
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reluctance to release stocks to cool rising prices. The argument was that selling at a price lower
than the purchase price (MSP plus carrying costs) would inflict losses on the exchequer and add
to the fiscal deficit. Since procurement spending is a sunk cost, not selling implied even higher
fiscal losses. International wheat prices were 30% lower than in India, yet consumers were forced
to pay more.

Agricultural economist Ashok Gulati’s calculations show that even after four years of
systematically aggressive hikes, Indian MSPs of rice and wheat are less than support prices in
China and other Asian countries, betraying India’s bias in favour of consumers.

This bias explains the deepening economic divide between the farm-dependent and the rest of the
population, reflected in insecurities of even traditionally land-owning people.

The narrative is that the bulk of agriculture is not sufficiently productive to be able to gainfully
engage young rural Indians and so policy attention must be on building industry. China’s
experience challenges such notions. The Chinese economic reforms were kicked off in 1978 with
an overhaul of agriculture. As farm prices were decontrolled, real per capita incomes began rising
and, in just six years Chinese poverty levels halved, from 33% in 1978 to 15% in 1984. In contrast,
India’s 1991 reforms bypassed agriculture altogether and instead focussed completely on
industrial liberalisation. Indian poverty halved in 18 years from 45% in 1993 to 22% in 2011.

The Budget presents an opportunity to revisit strategic choices. Nothing short of an overhaul of
agriculture, resembling the industrial liberalisation of 1991, will work.

Puja Mehra is a Delhi-based journalist
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Indian Railways conceives to deploy “Drone” cameras in all its Zones/Divisions to enhance safety
and efficiency in train operations.
Ministry of Railways

Indian Railways conceives to deploy “Drone” cameras in all
its Zones/Divisions to enhance safety and efficiency in train
operations.

It will help in various activities especially project monitoring
and maintenance of tracks and other railway infrastructure.

West Central Railways has become the first Zonal Railway to
procure “Drone” cameras in Indian Railways.

Posted On: 08 JAN 2018 1:12PM by PIB Delhi

Indian Railways has decided to deploy “Drone” cameras (UAV/NETRA) for various railway
activities especially project monitoring and maintenance of tracks and other railway infrastructure.
It has been given directions to Zonal Railways to procure such cameras. This is in-line with
Railways’ desire to use technology to enhance safety and efficiency in train operations.

“Drone” cameras shall be deployed to undertake monitoring activities of relief and rescue
operation, project monitoring, progress of important works, conditions of track and inspection
related activities. It shall also be used to assess preparedness of Non-Interlocking (NI) works,
crowd management during fairs and melas, to identify scrap and also for aerial survey of station
yards. It is going to be instrumental in providing real time inputs related to safety and maintenance
of tracks and other railway infrastructure.

Under this initiative, West Central Railways with headquarter at Jabalpur (M.P) has become the
first Zonal Railway to procure “Drone” cameras in Indian Railways. West Central Railways has
already done a trial-run of those cameras last week on its all the three divisions in the following
locations.

Jabalpur Division – Narmada Bridge near Bhitoni1.
Bhopal Division – (i) Nishatpura Yard; (ii) Third Line work between HBJ – Misrod.2.
Kota Division – (i) Chambal Bridge near Kota; (ii) Dakania Talav Yard near Kota.3.

WCR further plans to use Drone for project monitoring in 3rd line work of Bina-Katni, Doubling
work in Katni-Singrouli, Important Bridge inspections and Mansoon preparedness in deep cutting
portions of Ghat Sections of Bhopal and Jabalpur Divisions. Earlier, demonstration of “Drone”
camera was done for project monitoring of Railway Electrification work of Jabalpur Yard.

*****

AKS/MKV
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the PRS Blog » Explained: The draft Model Contract Farming Act, 2018

Recently, the Ministry of Agriculture released a draft Model Contract Farming Act, 2018.  The draft
Model Act seeks to create a regulatory and policy framework for contract farming.  Based on this
draft Model Act, legislatures of states can enact a law on contract farming as contracts fall under
the Concurrent List of the Constitution.  In this context, we discuss contract farming, issues related
to it, and progress so far.

What is contract farming?

Under contract farming, agricultural production (including livestock and poultry) can be carried out
based on a pre-harvest agreement between buyers (such as food processing units and exporters),
and producers (farmers or farmer organisations).  The producer can sell the agricultural produce at
a specific price in the future to the buyer as per the agreement.  Under contract farming, the
producer can reduce the risk of fluctuating market price and demand.  The buyer can reduce the
risk of non-availability of quality produce.

Under the draft Model Act, the producer can get support from the buyer for improving production
through inputs (such as technology, pre-harvest and post-harvest infrastructure) as per the
agreement.  However, the buyer cannot raise a permanent structure on the producer’s land.
 Rights or title ownership of the producer’s land cannot be transferred to the buyer.

What is the existing regulatory structure?

Currently, contract farming requires registration with the Agricultural Produce Marketing
Committee (APMC) in few states.  This means that contractual agreements are recorded with the
APMCs which can also resolve disputes arising out of these contracts.  Further, market fees and
levies are paid to the APMC to undertake contract farming.  The Model APMC Act, 2003 provided
for contract farming and was released to the states for them to use this as reference while
enacting their respective laws.  Consequently, 20 states have amended their APMC Acts to
provide for contract farming, while Punjab has a separate law on contract farming.  However, only
14 states notified rules related to contract farming, as of October 2016.

What are the issues with the current structure, and how does the draft Model Act seek to
address them?

Over the years, expert bodies have identified issues related to the implementation of contract
farming.  These include: (i) role of APMCs which are designated as an authority for registration
and dispute settlement in most states, (ii) provisions of stockholding limits on produce under
contract farming, and (iii) poor publicity of contract farming among the farmers about its benefits.

Role of Agricultural Produce Marketing Committees/Marketing Boards

The NITI Aayog observed that market fees and other levies are paid to the APMC for contract
framing when no services such as market facilities and infrastructure are rendered by them.  In
this context, the Committee of State Ministers on Agricultural Reforms recommended that contract
farming should be out of the ambit of APMCs.  Instead, an independent regulatory authority must
be brought in to disengage contract farming stakeholders from the existing APMCs.

In this regard, as per the draft Model Act, contract farming will be outside the ambit of the state
APMCs.  This implies that buyers need not pay market fee and commission charges to these
APMCs to undertake contract farming.  Further, the draft Model Act provides for establishing a
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state-level Contract Farming (Promotion and Facilitation) Authority to ensure implementation of the
draft Model Act.  Functions of the Authority include (i) levying and collecting facilitation fees, (ii)
disposing appeals related to disputes under the draft Model Act, and (iii) publicising contract
farming.  Further, the sale and purchase of contracted produce is out of the ambit of regulation of
the respective state/UT Agricultural Marketing Act.

Registration and agreement recording

The Model APMC Act, 2003 released to the states provides for the registration of contract farming
agreements by an APMC.  This was done to safeguard the interests of the producer and the buyer
through legal support, including dispute resolution.  The procedures for registration and recording
of agreements vary across states.  Currently, registration for contract farming has been provided
with the APMC in few states, and with a state-level nodal agency in others.  Further, market fee on
purchases under contract agreements is completely exempted in few states and partially
exempted in others.  The Committee of State Ministers on Agricultural Reforms recommended that
a instead of a APMC, district-level authorities can be set-up for registration of contract farming
agreements.  Further, any registering authority should verify the details such as the financial status
of the buyer.

Under the draft Model Act, every agreement should be registered with a Registering and
Agreement Recording Committee, which will be set up consisting of officials from departments
such as agriculture, animal husbandry, marketing, and rural development.  Such a Committee can
be set up at the district, taluka or block levels.

Disputes between the producer and the buyer

The Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare observed certain risks related to upholding the
contract farming agreement.  For example, producers may sell their produce to a buyer other than
the one with whom they hold a contract.  On the other side, a buyer may fail to buy products at the
agreed prices or in the agreed quantities, or arbitrarily downgrade produce quality.  The
Committee of State Ministers on Agricultural Reforms recommended that dispute redressal
mechanism should be at block, district or regional-level state authorities and not with an APMC.

Under the draft Model Act, in case of disputes between a producer and a buyer, they can: (i) reach
a mutually acceptable solution through negotiation or conciliation, (ii) refer the dispute to a dispute
settlement officer designated by the state government, and (iii) appeal to the Contract Farming
(Promotion and Facilitation) Authority (to be established in each state) in case they are not
satisfied by the decision of the dispute settlement officer.

Stockholdings limits on contracted produce

Stockholding limits are imposed through control orders as per the Essential Commodities Act,
1955.  Such provisions of stockholding limits can be restrictive and discourage buyers to enter into
contracts.  It was recommended that the buyers can be exempted from stock limits up to six
months of their requirement in the interest of trade.  Under the draft Model Act, limits of
stockholding of agricultural produce will not be applicable on produce purchased under contract
farming.

Other recommendations

While contract farming seeks to provide alternative marketing channels and better price realisation
to farmers, several other marketing reforms have been suggested by experts in this regard.  These
include: (i) allowing direct sale of produce by farmers, (ii) removing fruits and vegetables out of the
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ambit of APMCs, and (iii) setting-up of farmer-consumer markets, (iv) electronic trading, and (v)
joining electronic National Agricultural Market for the sale of produce.

Share this:

Email●

Facebook●

Twitter●

Google●

Youdao●

Xian Guo●

Zhua Xia●

My Yahoo!●

newsgator●

Bloglines●

iNezha●
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Electrification of Railway Tracks
Ministry of Railways

Electrification of Railway Tracks

Posted On: 05 JAN 2018 3:49PM by PIB Delhi

State/UT wise length (Route Kilometer) of Broad Gauge (BG)  railway routes of Indian Railways
yet to be electrified are as under:-

 

SNo. STATE/UT
TOTAL ROUTE KILOMETER  TO BE
ELECTRIFIED.

1 Andhra Pradesh 1545

2
Arunachal
Pradesh

12

3 Assam 2440
4 Bihar 2091
5 Chattisgarh 265
6 Delhi 39
7 Goa 189
8 Gujarat 3346
9 Haryana 1212
10 Himachal Pradesh 28
11 Jammu &Kashmir 127
12 Jharkhand 925
13 Karnataka 3197
14 Kerala 152
15 Madhya Pradesh 2056
16 Maharashtra 3239
17 Manipur 12
18 Meghalaya 9
19 Mizoram 2
20 Nagaland 11
21 Odisha 883
22 Punjab 1680
23 Puducherry 11
24 Rajasthan 4501
25 Telengana 1029
26 Tamil Nadu 1928
27 Tripura 202
28 Uttar Pradesh 4896
29 Uttarakhand 160
30 West Bengal     1657
  Total 37844
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 The survey of rail routes to be electrified is an ongoing process. Ministry of Railways has planned
to electrify 37844 Route Kilometer of balance Broad Gauge routes of Indian Railways by the year
2021-22.  

The budget requirement for electrification of balance 37844  Route Kilometer of Broad Gauge
routes of Indian Railways is approximately ` 32591 crore  which is based on  financial
throwforward of  ongoing works and abstract cost estimate for  new works planned for inclusion in
Budget 2018-19. 

Total power requirement of Indian Railways post project completion has been assessed to be
about 3200 Mega Watts. 

Following executing agencies are involved in Railway Electrification works:

(i)
Central Organisation for Railway Electrification
(CORE), Allahabad.

Under Ministry of Railways

(ii) Zonal Railways Under Ministry of Railways
(iii) Rail Vikas Nigam Limited (RVNL)

Public Sector Undertakings (PSUs) of
Ministry of Railways

(iv) Indian Railway Construction Company (IRCON)

(v)
Rail India Technical and Economic Services
(RITES)

(vi) Power Grid Corporation of India Limited (PGCIL)
Public Sector Undertaking (PSU) of Ministry
of Power

           

This Press Release is based on the information given by the Minister of State for Railways Shri
Rajen Gohain in a written reply to a question in Rajya Sabha on 05.01.2018 (Friday).
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Mission Raftar of Indian Railways
Ministry of Railways

Mission Raftar of Indian Railways

Posted On: 05 JAN 2018 3:46PM by PIB Delhi

With a view to increasing speed of trains in Indian Railways, ‘Mission Raftaar’ was announced in
the Railway Budget 2016-17.  The mission envisages a target of doubling of average speed of
freight trains and increasing the average speed of all non-suburban passenger trains by 25 kmph 
in the next 5 years.

Principal routes have been identified for raising of speed under Mission Raftaar. These are six
routes on Golden Quadrilateral and diagonals namely, Delhi – Mumbai, Delhi – Howrah, Howrah-
Chennai, Chennai – Mumbai, Delhi – Chennai and Howrah – Mumbai.  These six routes carry
58% of freight traffic and 52% of coaching traffic with a share of only 16% of the network.  Golden
Quadrilaterals and its Diagonal routes have been prioritized for replacement of loco hauled short
distance passenger trains by MEMUs/DEMUs having better acceleration and deceleration
characteristics for fast pickup and braking.

The present installed capacity of the two coach production units involved in manufacturing of
Mainline Electric Multiple Unit( MEMU) and Diesel Multiple unit (DEMU) coaches are as under:-

 

              Name of the Unit    Present installed capacity (Annual)
Integral Coach Factory (ICF), Chennai.   1700 coaches
Rail Coach Factory(RCF), Kapurthala.  1500 coaches

 

               There is no specific capacity for manufacturing of DEMU and MEMU coaches. However,
product mix of coaches i.e DEMUs, MEMUs, other self propelled coaches and passenger coaches
etc is decided in annual Production Programme as per traffic requirements.  These six routes
would require about 1200 MEMU coaches and 200 DEMU coaches. DEMU/MEMU coaches to be
inducted progressively on balance routes of the Indian Railways.

This Press Release is based on the information given by the Minister of State for Railways Shri
Rajen Gohain in a written reply to a question in Rajya Sabha on 05.01.2018 (Friday).

 

****
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Zero-Accident Mission Of Railways
Ministry of Railways

Zero-Accident Mission Of Railways

Posted On: 05 JAN 2018 3:44PM by PIB Delhi

During the last three years, the number of consequential train accidents (including accidents at
Unmanned Level Crossings) have decreased from 135 in 2014-15, to 107 in 2015-16 and further to
104 in 2016-17.  In the current year (upto 15th December, 2017) the number of consequential train
accidents have reduced to 52 as compared to 87 in the corresponding period of the previous year.

In the Railway Budget 2016-17, Mission Zero Accident was one of the Missions announced,
comprising the two sub-missions:

Elimination of unmanned level crossings (UMLC) over broad gauge in the next 3-4 years.i.
Train Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) to prevent collisions and signal passing at danger
by the Loco Pilot.

ii.

As far as steps taken for improving tracks is concerned, railway tracks are replaced through track
renewal works which is an ongoing process. Track renewal works are undertaken as and when a
stretch of track becomes due for renewal on the basis of criteria laid down in Indian Railway
Permanent Way Manual on age cum condition basis viz. traffic carried in terms of gross million
tonnes and incidence of rail fracture/failure, wear of rails and maintainability of track as per
standards etc. In case any stretch of track is not renewed in time due to various reasons including
scarcity of funds, material etc., suitable speed restrictions, if required, are imposed to ensure safe
running of trains.

In order to improve signaling,  electrical/electronic interlocking system with centralized operation of
points and signals are being provided to eliminate human failure and to replace old mechanical
systems.

Superior and safer Linke Hofmann Busch (LHB) Coaches having anti-climbing features have been 
progressively introduced on Indian Railways to reduce the fatalities in case of accidents.    

In the Budget 2017-18, an exclusive fund called “Rashtriya Rail Sanraksha Kosh” (RRSK) has been
made with a corpus of 1 lakh crore over a period of 5 years for giving a major boost to safety related
works over Indian Railways for improving safety of tracks, rolling stock and proliferation of other
safety technologies and training of staff. 

This Press Release is based on the information given by the Minister of State for Railways Shri
Rajen Gohain in a written reply to a question in Rajya Sabha on 05.01.2018 (Friday).
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Schemes for Farmer’s Welfare
Ministry of Finance

Schemes for Farmer’s Welfare

Posted On: 05 JAN 2018 3:36PM by PIB Delhi

Kisan Credit Card (KCC) scheme meets the financial requirements of farmers at various stages of
farming. The scheme aims at providing adequate and timely credit support from the banking system
under a single window with flexible and simplified procedure to the farmers for their cultivation and
other needs as indicated below:

 

To meet the short term credit requirements for cultivation of crops;i.
Post-harvest expenses;ii.
Produce marketing loan;iii.
Consumption requirements of farmer household;iv.
Working capital for maintenance of farm assets and activities allied to agriculture;v.
Investment credit requirement for agriculture and allied activities.vi.

 

 The KCC scheme also provides the facility of ATM enabled RuPay Card, one-time
documentation, built-in cost escalation in the limit and any number of drawals within the limit.

 

The farmers eligible under the KCC scheme include small farmers, marginal farmers, share
croppers, oral lessee and tenant farmers. The Self Help Groups (SHGs) or Joint Liability Groups
(JLGs) are also eligible for availing benefits under the said scheme.

 

This was stated by Shri Shiv Pratap Shukla, Minister of State for Finance in written reply to a
question in Lok Sabha today.

 

*****
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63 solar micro grids of 1899 kWp aggregated capacity reported to be installed in the country: Shri
R.K. Singh
Ministry of New and Renewable Energy

63 solar micro grids of 1899 kWp aggregated capacity
reported to be installed in the country: Shri R.K. Singh

Posted On: 04 JAN 2018 2:56PM by PIB Delhi

Minister of State (IC) for Power and New & Renewable Energy, Shri Raj Kumar Singh, in a written
reply to a question on steps taken by Government to explore the solar micro grid model in the
country, in Lok Sabha today informed that under the Solar Off-grid and Decentralized Applications
Programme, so far 63 solar micro grids of 1899 kWp aggregated capacity have been reported to
be installed in the country with financial support from the Ministry of New & Renewable Energy
(MNRE).

Shri Singh informed that MNRE has provided financial support up to 30% of the cost of micro/mini-
grids systems for installation in the rural areas of the country. The design capacity of micro grid
depends upon the requirement to be catered.

*****
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Signing of Memorandum of Understanding Between Ministry of Railways Ministry of Human
Resource Development Ministry of Science & Technology on Technology Mission for Indian
Railways
Ministry of Railways

Signing of Memorandum of Understanding Between Ministry
of Railways Ministry of Human Resource Development
Ministry of Science & Technology on Technology Mission for
Indian Railways

“This MOU will facilitate the co-financing of ‘Technology
Mission for Indian Railways’”, says Ashwani Lohani,
Chairman, Railway Board.

Posted On: 04 JAN 2018 2:40PM by PIB Delhi

In a unique effort and as per vision of Hon’ble Prime Minister for “Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas”,
three Ministries of the Union Government have joined hands to propel the Technology Mission for
Indian Railways (TMIR). The Ministry of Railways, Ministry of Human Resource Development and
the Department of Science & Technology (Ministry of Science & Technology) signed an MoU, on
4th January, 2018 at Rail Bhawan, New Delhi for joint funding of TMIR.

The MOU was signed today by Chairman/TMIR Prof. N.S. Vyas; Shri Alok Kumar, Co-
Chairman/TMIR, on behalf of Ministry of Railways; Shri R. Subrahmanyam, Additional Secretary
(TE) on behalf of Ministry of Human Resource Development and Dr. Neeraj Sharma, Adviser/DST
on behalf of Ministry of Science and Technology.

Speaking on the occasion, Shri Ashwani Lohani, Chairman, Railway Board said, “An MOU is being
signed to facilitate collaboration and cooperation between the Parties in ‘Technology Mission for
Indian Railways’. This MOU will facilitate the co-financing of ‘Technology Mission for Indian
Railways’ by investment sharing for identified railway projects for applied research. The funding
component of MOR is 30%, MHRD is 25%, DST is 25%. This Technology Mission will provide
forceful impetus to India’s growth engine on the ‘Make in India’ vision track of the Hon’ble Prime
Minister. The indigenous technologies would successfully be developed with win-win scenario to
all the consortium members. While Indian Railways would get the world class technologies,
Academic & Research Institutions would get involved in numerous applied research projects which
would help them in reorienting research towards national objectives. I wish this Technology
Mission with the motto of “Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas” a great success and hope that ground-
breaking applied research done under the Mission will help Indian Railways provide a safer, more
comfortable, hassle-free and faster journey to all rail users and will make Indian Railways the
world leader”

Shri K.K. Sharma, Secretary/MHRD & Dr. Ashutosh Sharma, Secretary/DST also spoke on the
occasion.

The Ministry of Railways had set up the Technology Mission for Indian Railways (TMIR) as a
consortium of Ministry of Railways, Ministry of Human Resource Development and Ministry of
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Science & Technology on an investment sharing model for taking up identified railway projects for
applied research and use on Indian Railways.

As per this MoU, Ministry of HRD and Ministry of Science & Technology have agreed to fund the
TMIR projects to the tune of Rs.75 crore each while Railways and Industries will also contribute to
their respective shares.

The Technology Mission will take up R&D projects in the areas of heavy haul, safety, energy,
environment and urban railways. The projects will be implemented through a Mission
Implementation and Coordination Committee having members from the three Ministries, academia
and industry. The projects will be implemented in the national R&D labs and academic institutions.
Collaborations, wherever essential, will be entered into with similar foreign institutions.

The “Mission Implementation and Coordination Committee” (MICC), consists of nominees of
Railways, RDSO, Ministry of HRD, Ministry of Science & Technology and is headed by Prof. N.S.
Vyas of IIT-Kanpur as Mission Chairman and Shri Alok Kumar, Chief Admin. Officer/Const/NR as
Co-Chairman/TMIR.

While through this consortium approach for technology development in mission mode, Railway will
be benefitted with availability of world class indigenized technologies at very reasonable cost,
academic research institutions will be benefitted with applied research and real situation output in
the form of new products for immediate use and with availability of source codes for all such
indigenized technologies at very low cost. The Indian industries will also be gaining in the form of
production of new items to be used on Indian Railways with additional export potential, helping in
the national cause of revenue generation and on the theme of ‘Make in India’.

Shri Ashwani Lohani, Chairman, Railway Board; Shri K.K. Sharma, Secretary/MHRD; Dr.
Ashutosh Sharma, Secretary/DST; Senior officials from all the concerned Ministries graced the
occasion. Members from press & media were also present during the MoU signing ceremony.
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Cabinet apprised of the MoU between India and Italy on cooperation in the field of renewable
energy
Cabinet

Cabinet apprised of the MoU between India and Italy on
cooperation in the field of renewable energy

Posted On: 03 JAN 2018 2:38PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has been apprised of the
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on India-Italy Cooperation in Renewable Energy
between India and Italy.  The MoU was signed on 30th October, 2017 at New Delhi. The
MoU was signed by Shri Anand Kumar, Secretary, Ministry of New and Renewable
Energy, Government of the Republic of India and H.E. Mr. Lorenzo ANGELONI, Italian
Ambassador to India.

India and Italy aim to establish the basis for a cooperative institutional relationship to
encourage and promote technical bilateral cooperation on new and renewable issues on
the basis of mutual benefit equality and reciprocity. The MoU envisages establishing a
Joint Working Committee to review, monitor and discuss matters relation to areas of
cooperation. It aims for exchange of expertise and networking of information and helps in
strengthening bilateral cooperation between the two countries.

******
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Cabinet approves revised Model Concession Agreement for PPP Projects in Major Ports
Cabinet

Cabinet approves revised Model Concession Agreement for
PPP Projects in Major Ports

Posted On: 03 JAN 2018 2:34PM by PIB Delhi

The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has approved amendments in
the Model Concession Agreement (MCA) to make the  Port Projects more investor-friendly and
make investment climate in the Port Sector more attractive. 

Salient features:

The amendments in the MCA envisage constitution of the Society for Affordable Redressal of
Disputes - Ports (SAROD-PORTS) as dispute resolution mechanism similar to provision available
in Highway Sector.

The other salient features of the revised MCA include the following:-

 

Providing exit route to developers by way of divesting their equity upto 100% after completion
of 2 years from the Commercial Operation Date(COD). This is now similar to the MCA
provisions of Highway Sector.

i.

Under provision of additional land to the Concessionaire, land rent has been reduced from
200% to 120% of the applicable scale of rates for the proposed additional land.

ii.

Concessionaire would pay Royalty on "per MT of cargo/TEU handled" basis which would be
indexed to the variations in the WPI annually. This will replace the present procedure of
charging royalty which is equal to the percentage of Gross revenue, quoted during bidding,
calculated on the basis of upfront normative tariff ceiling prescribed by Tariff Authority for
Major Ports (TAMP). This will help to resolve the long pending grievances of Public Private
Participation (PPP) operators that Revenue share is payable on ceiling tariff and price
discounts are ignored. The problems associated with fixing storage charges by TAMP and
collection of Revenue share on storage charges which has plagued many projects will also
get eliminated.

iii.

Concessionaire would be free to deploy higher capacity equipment/facilities/technology and
carry out value engineering for higher productivity and improved utilization and/or cost
saving of Project assets.

iv.

"Actual Project Cost" would be replaced by "Total Project Cost".v.
The new definition of "Change in Law" will also includevi.

imposition of standards and conditions arising out of TAMP guidelines/orders, Environmental
Law & Labour Laws and

a.

increase and imposition of new taxes, duties, etc. for compensating the Concessionaire.
Since the viability of the project was affected, concessionaire will now be compensated for
the increase and imposition of new taxes, duties etc. except in respect of imposition/increase
of a  direct tax,   both  by  Central  &  State Government.

b.
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vii. Provision for commencement of operations before COD. This will lead to better utilization
of assets provided by the Port in many projects before the formal completion certificate.

●

Provision regarding refinancing is aimed at facilitating availability of low cost long term funds
to Concessionaire so as to improve the financial viability of the projects.

i.

Extending the provision of SAROD-PORTS for redressal of disputes to the existing
Concessionaires also by introducing the Supplementary Agreement to be signed between the
Concessionaire and the Concessioning Authority.

ii.

Introduction of Complaint Portal for the use of port users.iii.
A   Monitoring  Arrangement  has   been   introduced  for  keeping periodical status report of
the project.

iv.

 

The amendments have been proposed keeping in view the experience gained in managing PPP
projects in port sector during the last twenty years and to obviate the problems being faced on
account of certain provisions in the existing MCA. The amendments in the MCA have been
finalized after extensive consultation with the stakeholders.

 

*****
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Cabinet approves Jal Marg Vikas Project for enhanced navigation on the Haldia-Varanasi stretch
of National Waterway-1
Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA)

Cabinet approves Jal Marg Vikas Project for enhanced
navigation on the Haldia-Varanasi stretch of National
Waterway-1

Posted On: 03 JAN 2018 2:28PM by PIB Delhi

The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs, chaired by the Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi
has given its approval for implementation of the Jal Marg Vikas Project (JMVP) for capacity
augmentation of navigation on National Waterway-1 (NW-1) at a cost of Rs 5369.18 crore with the
technical assistance and investment support of the World Bank.  The Project is expected to be
completed by March, 2023.

Major Impact:

Alternative mode of transport that will be environment friendly and cost effective. The
project will contribute in bringing down the logistics cost in the country.

●

Mammoth Infrastructure development like multi-modal and inter-modal terminals, Roll on
- Roll off (Ro-Ro) facilities, ferry services, navigation aids.

●

Socio-economic impetus; huge employment generation.●

No. of beneficiaries:

NW-1 development & operations will lead to direct employment generation to the tune of
46,000 and indirect employment of 84,000 will be generated by vessel construction
industry.

●

States/districts covered

States: Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, West Bengal●

Major Districts:   Varanasi, Ghazipur, Ballia, Buxar, Chhapra, Vaishali, Patna, Begusarai,
Khagaria, Munger, Bhagalpur, Sahibganj, Musrhidabad, Pakur, Hoogly, Kolkata.

●

Project details:

Funding pattern:●

IBRD loan component: Rs. 2, 512 crore (US$ 375 million).❍

Government of India counterpart funds: Rs. 2,556 crore (US$ 380 million), to be sourced
from budgetary allocation and proceeds from bond issue.

❍

Private sector participation under PPP mode: Rs. 301 crore (US$45 million).❍

Major Components:●

 i. Fairway Development

 i. Construction of the multi-modal terminal at Varanasi.

 i. Construction of the multi-modal terminal at Sahibganj.
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 i. Construction of the multi-modal terminal at Haldia.

 i. Construction of an inter-modal terminal at Kalughat .

 i. Construction of an inter-modal terminal at Ghazipur.

 i. Construction of a new navigation lock at Farakka.

 i. Provision of navigational aids.

 i. Construction of five pairs of Roll on-Roll off (Ro-Ro)  terminals.

 i. Construction of Integrated Ship Repair and Maintenance Complexes.

 i.
Provision of River Information System (RIS) and Vessel Traffic
Management System (VTMS)

 i. Bank Protection works

 

Background:

One of the major problems for a commercially viable and safe navigation on NW-1 is low
depth upstream of Farakka due to low discharges from tributaries and difficult hydro
morphological characteristics of river Ganga.

●

A pilot study on the Allahabad-Ghazipur stretch was commissioned by Inland Waterways
Authority of India (IWAI) to find solutions to this problem.

●

Based on the findings of this study, a proposal for development of NW-1 at an estimated
cost of Rs. 4,200 crore (US$ 700 million) was taken up  for seeking technical assistance
and investment support from the World Bank to the tune of US$ 350 million in three
Phases.

●

Finance Minister announced JMVP in Budget Speech in July 2014, to enable
commercial navigation of at least 1500 tonnes vessels in Ganga.

●

BACKGROUNDER NOTE

 

Implementation strategy/ and targets:

Fairway development through performance based contract for least assured depth of 2.2
metres to 3 metres and bottom channel width of 45 metres, bank protection works, and
provisions of navigation aids.

●

Funding Pattern:

IBRD loan component: Rs. 2, 512 crore (US$ 375 million).●

Government of India counterpart funds: Rs. 2, 556 crore (US$ 380 million), to be
sourced from budgetary allocation and proceeds from bond issue.

●

Private sector participation under PPP mode: Rs. 301 crore (US$45 million).●

 

Major interventions and their completion timeline:

S.No Major milestones Time Frame for
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date

1. Fairway Development March, 2023

2.
Construction of Phase-I of multi-modal terminal at
Varanasi.

November, 2018

3.
Construction of Phase-I of the multi-modal terminal at
Sahibganj.

March, 2019

4. Construction of multi-modal terminal at Haldia. March, 2019

5. Construction of inter-modal terminal at Kalughat. March, 2020

6. Construction of inter-modal terminal at Ghazipur. March, 2020

7. Construction of intermodal terminal at Tribeni/Kalyani March, 2020

8. Construction of new navigational lock at Farakka. March, 2019.

9. Integrated Vessel Repair & Maintenance Complexes March, 2020

10. Construction of Ro-Ro jetties March, 2020

11. Vessel Procurement March, 2019

12. Land Acquisition and R&R/RAP March,2019

13.
Provision of River Information System (RIS) and Vessel
Traffic Management System (VTMS).

March, 2020

14. Bank protection works. December, 2019

Details and progress of scheme already running:

Construction of multi-modal terminal at Varanasi:a.
Contract for construction of Phase-I (A) of the terminal at an estimated cost of Rs.169.59
crore awarded in May, 2016. Physical progress of work: 25%.

 

Construction of multi-modal terminal at Haldia:a.
Contract awarded for constructing a Rs 517.36 crore state-of-the-art multi-modal terminal at
Haldia, West Bengal. Work initiated.

 

Construction of multi-modal terminal at Sahibganj:a.
Contract for construction of phase-I (A) of the terminal at an estimated cost of Rs. 280.90 crore
awarded in October, 2016. Physical progress of work: 25.62%

 

Construction of a new navigation lock at Farakka Barrage:a.
Contract for construction of a new navigation lock at an estimated cost of Rs 359.19 crore
awarded in November, 2016. Physical progress: 22.30%
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Least Assured Depth (LAD):a.
Tender process for fairway development through Performance Based Maintenance
Dredging Contract for Provision of Least Assured Depth and quantity based dredging to
provide a depth of 2.2 m to 3 metres between Farakka and Varanasi is being completed
for awarding.

 

Development of Kolkata and Patna terminals under PPP mode:a.
In order to scale up private investment in the IWT sector, IWAI has identified Kolkata terminal (GR
Jetty-1, GR Jetty-II and BISN) and Patna terminal (Gaighat and Kalughat) for their development
and operation under the Public-Private-Partnership (PPP) mode.

 

Construction of Ro-Ro terminals: Locations: Rajmahal and Manikchak;Samdaghat and
Manihari;Kahalgaon and Tintanga;Hasnapur and Bakhtiyarpur; and Buxar and Saraikota.

a.

 

Ferry terminals in six cities :a.
Contract awarded to a joint venture of Thompson Design Group (TDG), Boston (USA) and
Infrastructure Architecture Lab of Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) (USA) in December
2016 for identifying suitable locations for construction of ferry terminals in six cities - Varanasi,
Patna, Bhagalpur, Munger, Kolkata and Haldia on NW-1.

 

Design of inland vessels:i.
IWAI in August, 2016 signed a contract with M/s DST, Germany to design vessels, especially
suited to navigate on NW-1. Consultancy completed with submission of stipulated 13 designs.
Designs accepted by the Vetting Committee. Vessel testing is going on.

 

River Information Services (RIS) on National Waterway -1:a.
IWAI has taken up a technologically challenging project of setting up of River Information Service
System on NW-1 for the first time in India. River Information System (RIS) are equipment,
hardware and software information technology (IT) related services designed to optimize traffic
and transport processes in inland navigation.
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Cabinet approves construction, operation and maintenance of 2-lane bi-directional Zojila tunnel
with parallel escape tunnel in J&K
Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA)

Cabinet approves construction, operation and maintenance
of 2-lane bi-directional Zojila tunnel with parallel escape
tunnel in J&K

Posted On: 03 JAN 2018 2:23PM by PIB Delhi

The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs, chaired by the Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi,
has given its approval to the construction, operation and maintenance of 2-lane bi-directional Zojila
Tunnel with Parallel Escape (Egress) Tunnel excluding approaches on Srinagar-Leh section
connecting NH-1A at Km 95.00 and at Km 118.00 in Jammu & Kashmir on Engineering,
Procurement and Construction (EPC) mode. The construction of this tunnel will provide all weather
connectivity between Srinagar, Kargil and Leh and will bring about all round economic and socio-
cultural integration of these regions. The project has strategic and socio-economic importance and
shall be an instrument for the development of the economically backward districts in Jammu &
Kashmir.

Project Details:

The construction period of the project is seven years which shall be reckoned from the date of
commencement of construction.

●

The civil construction cost of the project is Rs 4899.42 crore.●

The total capital cost of the project is Rs 6808.69 crore.  It includes the cost towards Land
Acquisition, Resettlement & Rehabilitation and other pre-construction activities as well as
Maintenance and Operation cost of tunnel for four years.

●

The Project aims at construction of 14.150 km long two lane bidirectional single tube tunnel
with a parallel 14.200 km long egress tunnel excluding approaches between Baltal &
Minamarg in the State of J&K.

●

The construction of approaches of this tunnel is being undertaken separately.●

The project will be implemented by Ministry of Road Transport & Highways (MoRT&H)
through National Highways & Infrastructure Development Corporation Limited (NHIDCL).

●

 

Impact:

 

The main objective of the project is to provide all whether connectivity to strategically
important Leh region in Jammu & Kashmir which at the moment is limited to at best 6 months
because of snow on the passes and threat of avalanches.

●

This project alongwith other ongoing projects like 6.5 km long Z-Morh tunnel at Gagangir
would ensure safe, fast and cheap connectivity between the two regions of Kashmir and
Ladakh.

●

It will further increase the employment potential for the local labourers for the project activities.●
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The project, on completion, would lead to enormous boost in employment as local businesses
get linked to National market and the beautiful region is able to receive round the year tourist
traffic.

●

These sectors will generate employment at multiple levels.●

 

****
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Use of Bio-Diesel in Railways
Ministry of Railways

Use of Bio-Diesel in Railways

Posted On: 03 JAN 2018 4:35PM by PIB Delhi

Indian Railways has tested the bio-diesel of different feed stock (Jatropha, Mahua, pongamia,
waste cotton seed, Fish Oil, Soyabeen oil, Palm stearin etc.) in the different blending ratio such as
B5, B10, B20, B50 and B 100 on its 16 cylinder ALCo and EMD engine test beds. The power
performance of engine has been found satisfactory without any adverse impact on engine working.
Besides, bio-diesel is found to reduce certain emission parameters which would have otherwise
caused pollution in environment.

Key Advantages of Bio-Diesel:

(i) Renewable Energy source

(ii) Derived from Vegetable oil

(iii) Non-toxic & Biodegradable

(iv) Contains no sulphur that causes acid rain

(v) Higher Cetane number, better ignition quality

(vi) Used directly in unmodified Diesel engines, neat or blended in any ratio with HSD

(vii) Higher Lubricity – Can prolong engine life

(viii) Flashpoint higher than HSD-safer to store & transport

(ix) Environment friendly-less emissions

(x) Has rural employment potential.

 

Bio-Diesel is environment friendly. It substantially reduces unburned hydrocarbons, carbon
monoxide and particulate matter in exhaust fumes. Sulphur dioxide emissions are also eliminated.

This Press Release is based on the information given by the Minister of State for Railways Shri
Rajen Gohain in a written reply to a question in Lok Sabha on 03.01.2018 (Wednesday).

****
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Foundation stone laying ceremony of International Cruise Terminal by Union Minister Shri Nitin
Gadkari
Ministry of Road Transport & Highways

Foundation stone laying ceremony of International Cruise
Terminal by Union Minister Shri Nitin Gadkari

Posted On: 11 JAN 2018 5:15PM by PIB Mumbai

The Arabian sea and sea front is a speciality and strength of Mumbai and Maharashtra. 80 cruise
ships came to Mumbai this year and 950 cruise ships will come in the next 5 years said Union
Minister for Shipping, Shri Nitin Gadkari. He addressed all stakeholders at foundation stone laying
ceremony of International cruise terminal at Mumbai Port in Mumbai today.

The Union Minister said that there is a huge tourist potential in Mumbai. He informed about various
projects of MbPT worth Rs. 6500 crore. Of these projects, 27 projects are in pipeline and will be
inaugurated in upcoming year. Sagar Mala project for Maharashtra is worth of 2.41 lakh crore he
added.

The Union Minister also informed that 24 applications have been received for Special Economic
Zones (SEZ). Of which, only in JNPT SEZ around 1.5 lakh youth will get employment in the next 3
years, they all should be from Raigad and Kokan areas.

The Union Minister expressed concerns over pollution of Mithi river and drainage in the sea.
These are two negative points of Mumbai he said.

Shri Gadkari appealed to the Chief Minister of Maharashtra for a new reclamation plan of 350
acres garden for Mumbaikars.

Chief Minister of Maharashtra Shri Devendra Fadnavis said that the biggest challenge is
employment for youth. When we invest in Infrastructure sector then only we will achieve our goal.
He accepted shri Gadkari’s suggestion for new reclamation and assured for needful action. BPT’s
officer will be included In Special Planning Authority (SPA) he added.

On the occasion of foundation stone laying ceremony of new International Terminal, shri Jaykumar
Raval, Minister of Tourism, Govt. of Maharashtra, Cabinet Minister Shri Raj Purohit, Govt. of
Maharashtra, Member of Parliament shri Arvind Sawant, Member of Parliament shri Anil Desai
and other dignitaries were present.
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Fields of despair

Rural wage growth has fallen to a 14-month-low of 4.9 per cent in October, confirming a declining
trend visible since the second half of 2017. This is a reflection of agrarian distress arising from the
crash in farm produce prices. Indeed, Labour Bureau data shows the drop in all-India average
annual wage growth to be even sharper for agricultural occupations — from 8.1 per cent in July to
4.7 per cent in October. It is obvious that farmers, faced with low crop realisations, have sought to
protect whatever little margins that are left by transferring some of their burden to agricultural
labourers. A not-so-good and well-distributed monsoon, unlike in 2016, has also led to lower
plantings this time. That has, in turn, reduced the demand for farm labour, putting further pressure
on wages.

The agrarian distress problem is partly an outcome of depressed global prices for most farm
commodities — be it cereals, pulses, edible oil, cotton or milk powder. This has rendered agri-
exports from the country relatively uncompetitive, while also exposing farmers to the threat of
increased imports. But domestic policy is equally to blame. The Narendra Modi government has
been more hawkish on inflation than its predecessor. While that may not by itself be bad, the urge
to keep food prices in check has often extended to imposing restrictions on exports as well as
domestic trade and stockholding, even while allowing imports of most agri products at very low or
even nil duty. Only in the last six months or so have these curbs been gradually withdrawn along
with measured tariff hikes on imports. One hopes this dismantling of controls harking back to the
licence raj era is permanent. The Modi government would do well to signal this in the upcoming
Union Budget. Farmers, like other businessmen, are entitled to a stable and predictable trade
policy regime.

But the current crisis in rural India isn’t just about agriculture. According to the National Sample
Survey Office, only 57.8 per cent of rural Indian households in 2012-13 were “agricultural”.
Moreover, even in their case, 40.2 per cent of income on an average was from non-farm sources.
In fact, the dip in all-India average rural wage growth for non-agricultural occupations between July
and October worked out lower — from 5.7 per cent to 5.1 per cent. Non-farm employment in rural
areas today is largely in informal and unorganised enterprises, which are likely to have taken a hit
after demonetisation and introduction of the GST. Addressing the transitional problems of this
sector — which acts as an “employment sink” for the rural masses — is as important as fixing
issues specific to agriculture.
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‘Need to make our farmers a part of higher value addition’

As part of measures to double farmers’ income by 2022, the NITI Aayog will undertake 10 pilot
projects in different agro-climatic regions says Vice Chairman Rajiv Kumar . Mr. Kumar, who took
charge four months ago, also talks about the current loopholes in job creation. Edited excerpts:

What is your reaction to comments that doubling of farmers’ incomes by 2022 is all talk?

One should not underestimate the importance of talking. At least we are talking now. And the
farmers’ welfare is the focus of attention. When did that last happen? Now, we have set up a task
force which is committed to setting up 10 pilot projects in different agro-climatic regions to prove
that this can be done.

We should look at finding innovative ways to get over the problem of land fragmentation and bring
farmers together... give them the option of producing high value crops. We need to make them a
participant in higher value addition by completing the value chain which will extend beyond the
farm, to the market and then maybe to the agro-processing units. We also need to shift them from
traditional crops to crops which are of higher value and in sync with the emerging demand patterns
of our country. The demand for wheat, rice and maize is going down as incomes rise.

What is happening on the new data on employment?

There was a task force chaired by my predecessor, and its recommendations had been accepted
by the PM and now they are being implemented by the Ministry of Labour and MoSPI. By
September, we are hopeful that we will get very good household data on employment. And you
will get this now every year. The second part is that we may also look at employer-based data
generation, like what the U.S. does.

Will this cover the informal sector?

Probably not... Not at this stage. This itself will be a very big start, once we get started we will see.
There is a huge blurring of distinction between organised and unorganised.

For example, where would you put an Ola or an Uber driver? He is not registered anywhere, but
gets his income through a bank credit. They also get loans on the basis of income track. There’s
an outdated discussion that is going on which does not look at new economy jobs. With the large
volumes of contract fixed term labour, is it even relevant to talk about organised and unorganised?
That is a question that I am asking. What may be useful is talking about areas where working
conditions may not be as you would expect.

Amid all the discussion over lack of employment, what are the current loopholes in
employment generation?

One is of course growth. The other, in my view, is this continued emphasis on giving people
capital subsidy, rather than labour subsidy. Being a highly-priced and highly-valuable democracy,
giving the right to the workers that they have, we may have converted into a high labour economy
from a surplus labour economy.

Given that our labour costs have increased, which is not in line in with our labour availability, I
think it’s high time we thought of giving labour subsidies in some form or the other.

All our major competitors and in developed economies, the amount of worker consumption basket
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that they provide as public goods is much much higher than us. For example, in Germany,
Vietnam and China, every worker’s healthcare is taken care of. Our healthcare, 82% is out of
pocket expenses. So, the worker must be given more income as he/she does not have access to
public health or housing.

In Germany, I think 85% of the workers are housed in public housing. My thought is that as long as
you are not able to increase the share of public goods and services in the workers consumption
basket, you need to compensate them for the higher cost of living. And that I think is the basic
problem today in employment. And the government must rethink this.

The other, of course, is the much focussed attention on your labour intensive, employment
intensive industries, including services. That is rather simple, can be done. It just requires good
governance. This government is about that.

But won’t labour subsidy put additional pressure?

Of course it will. But that will require you to improve the government's efficiency of expenditure.

It is not as if the government does not spend money on all this, it does.

Through DBT and increase in efficiency, this can be done. It does not necessarily need to
translate into higher revenue deficit.

And hopefully in any case, if you have this in your focus, then as revenue increases with GST,
transfer it there rather than on some other things… rather than giving capital subsidies which you
give every time so far.

One should not underestimate the importance of talking. At least we are talking now.
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Before polished rice and wheat began to dominate Indian diets, millets made up 40% of all
cultivated grains

Hunger is on the rise after many years, particularly in developing countries like India. The threat of
climate change in lowering farm productivity can make the situation worse unless we take
immediate steps to grow more eco-friendly food.

India is particularly vulnerable to global warming, and it is now well established that rising
temperatures make for anaemic harvests. India’s long struggle with hunger and food security may
have become tougher. In the peninsula, temperatures may rise by as much as 6° Celsius by the
end of this century, according to research by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the
Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research.

In the southern states, rice yields may decline by 5% in the 2030s, 14.5% in the 2050s, and 17%
in the 2080s, the ADB study predicts. This is bound to affect food security in India with climate
change set to make food production in South Asia more difficult and push production costs
upwards. Food shortages are expected to increase the number of malnourished children in South
Asia by seven million.

In the crosshairs

To compound woes, scientists have found that higher temperatures hamper the nutritional value of
harvests, particularly rice and wheat — staples for most Indians. Greater levels of carbon dioxide
in the atmosphere would lead to protein deficiencies, according to a study in Environmental Health
Perspectives. In a few decades, as many as 53.4 million Indians may be newly at risk of protein
deficiency.

Experts at the UN’s Climate Change Conference in Bonn last November argued for faster and
further investment in agriculture to support livelihoods of small farmers, and to curb emissions.

Small farmers, herders and fishing communities in developing countries provide the bulk of the
planet’s food, but they are also disproportionately affected by global warming.

The problem of nutrition security has not entirely escaped attention. Eminent agriculture scientist
M. S. Swaminathan has said India needs a nutrition revolution.

The architect of India’s Green Revolution has been advocating for a greater reliance on millets, not
only to provide better nutrition but to also ensure farmers are well-equipped to deal with climate
change. Calling millets ‘orphan crops,’ Swaminathan has called for greater investment in millet
research to add variety to India’s food basket.

Ironically, it is now mostly forgotten that before the Green Revolution of the 1960s, millets made
up around 40% of all cultivated grains, contributing more than wheat and rice. The production of
rice has doubled and wheat tripled since then, while that of millets has declined.

Millets were the major staple in central and southern India, as well as the mountain States since
ancient times.

After the relentless advance of high-yielding varieties of rice and wheat, which guzzled water and
needed large amounts of chemical fertilisers and pesticides, harmful to the environment, millets
gradually vanished from our plates.
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The government was also complicit in this by pushing only rice and wheat in the public distribution
system, rendering the cultivation of millets economically unviable. This has resulted in high
consumption of polished rice and refined wheat flour, which are nutritionally poor and bad for
ecosystems as well.

The time has come to recognise that India was never a two-grain nation. We need to expand our
food basket for the nutritional security of our young, and for future generations. And millets can be
the climate-resilient future crop for millions of Indians. They can counter the worst effects of
climate change better than most other crops.

Since millets require much less water than other crops — pearl and finger millets, for instance, can
grow well with a fourth of the rainfall that rice requires — they are much better adapted for
droughts.

Superior grain

They are known for their climate-resilient features, including the ability to adapt to a wide range of
ecological conditions, low irrigation requirements, better growth and productivity even without
fertilisers and minimal vulnerability to environmental stresses. Millets are also nutritionally superior
to other major cereals because they are rich in dietary fibres, resistant starches, vitamins and
essential amino acids.

Although is it difficult to get people to change their diets, the scene for millets might be changing
for the better. The Food Security Act has stipulated that beneficiaries of India’s public distribution
system, which constitute about 813 million of the country’s poorest, will get millets at 1 per kg.

But framing a law is not enough. The government must ensure that millets are adequately
available at fair price shops.

In times of climate change, millets are often the last crop standing, the central government has
said in a recent release, while asking the U.N. to declare 2018 as the International Year of Millets.
These words must be followed by effective action.

Receive the best of The Hindu delivered to your inbox everyday!

Please enter a valid email address.

High retail price, dwindling demand outside the State add to their woes
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Problem of plenty: on devising a sound agricultural policy

There appears to be no end in sight to the cycle of boom and bust in the prices of agricultural
goods. Over the last few weeks, across India the price of potatoes has fallen sharply after a year
of bumper production. With the price of a kilogram of potato dropping as low as under a rupee in
certain wholesale markets, many distressed farmers have left their produce to rot on the roads,
and in cold storage facilities. Curiously, potato prices were many times higher just months ago
amid scarce supply. Last year, the price of other produce like red chilli, tur dal and tomato
witnessed a similar trend of steep falls compared to the previous season. The sharp swing in
prices has been explained by the Cobweb phenomenon. Farmers tend to increase the production
of certain crops in response to their high prices during the previous season, which in turn leads to
a supply glut that causes prices to crash. The cycle repeats each passing year, with the lag
between price and production causing a huge mismatch between supply and demand. The
present fall in potato prices comes against the backdrop of a slowdown in the rural economy.
According to advance GDP estimates released by the government last week, farm growth is
expected to drop from 4.9% in 2016-17 to 2.1% in 2017-18.

Given the humanitarian and political costs of agricultural distress, particularly in a year when many
big States go to the polls, local governments could turn towards populism to satisfy their rural voter
base. This could come in the form of fiscal measures such as farm loan waivers, a higher
minimum support price for farm produce, or some combination of the two. The next Union budget
may well be focussed on the rural economy through fiscal measures. Such relief measures that
temporarily ease the pain on farmers, however, will fail to make a significant difference to their
lives in the long run. Any permanent solution to the problem of agricultural distress will have to
deal with the challenge of price fluctuations. The boom-and-bust cycle is the result of a broken
supply chain that is over-regulated. In the absence of a robust market for buying and selling
forward-looking contracts, farmers are left to fend for themselves against severe fluctuations. In
addition, the domination of the wholesale market by cartels prevents farmers from receiving a fair
price even when their produce is sold at much higher rates to consumers. The government must
resolve to address these structural issues, and not limit itself to ad hoc policy measures in
firefighting mode. There is a need to give farmers not just a better, but also more stable, return on
their crops.

Receive the best of The Hindu delivered to your inbox everyday!

Please enter a valid email address.

The draft of Assam’s National Register of Citizens is a first step, but it opens up concerns
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‘Water scarcity may hit thermal power’

Juggling resources:Without urgent action, water will become a choke point for India’s power
sector, says WRI India’s CEO.  

India’s thermal power plants, about 90% of which rely on fresh water for cooling, risk facing
serious outages because of shortage of water, according to a new report by the World Resources
Institute (WRI).

Between 2013 and 2016, 14 of India’s 20 largest thermal utility companies experienced one or
more shutdowns due to water shortages, the WRI said, and calculated that this cost the power
producers more than Rs. 91 billion ($1.4 billion) in potential revenue from the sale of power.

‘Lost generation’

“India lost about 14 terawatt-hours of thermal power generation due to water shortages in 2016,
cancelling out more than 20% of growth in the country’s total electricity generation from 2015,” the
report’s authors wrote. About 40% of the country’s thermal power plants are facing great stress in
terms of water availability, according to the report, defines water stress as the ratio of total water
withdrawal over available supply. According to the report, not only does high water stress result in
equipment shutting down, it also results in a lower level of efficiency when it is running.

“Water shortages shut down power plants across India every year,” O.P. Agarwal, CEO of WRI
India, said in a release. “When power plants rely on water sourced from scarce regions, they put
electricity generation at risk and leave less water for cities, farms and families. Without urgent
action, water will become a choke point for India’s power sector.”

“Freshwater-cooled thermal power plants that are located in high water-stress areas have a 21%
lower average capacity factor, compared to the ones in low and medium water-stress areas.” the
WRI said.

The WRI’s report predicts that this problem is set to worsen as India’s thermal power sector
expands and demand for water from other sectors increases. It says that by 2030, 70% of India’s
thermal power plants are likely to experience increased competition for water from agriculture,
industry and municipalities.

Significantly, the study found that water stress often occurs in places with abundant water
supplies.

“Some of the most disruptive water shortages occurred in India’s most water-abundant areas,” the
WRI report’s authors said.

“We also found that, even in water-abundant or low water-stress regions, thermal plants can still
face water shortage-related risks during droughts or when monsoons are delayed. Some of those
plants — for example, Farakka, Raichur, and Tiroda — experienced significant, if not the biggest,
disruptions in generation caused by water shortages.”
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Following the grain trail: on India's public distribution system

India’s public distribution system (PDS) is in danger of being derailed in several States across the
country. Recent disruptions of the PDS have taken different forms, from compulsory biometric
authentication to so-called direct benefit transfer (DBT). The consequences are alarming, but tend
to go unreported.

Jharkhand is a prime example of this problem. By mid-2016, the PDS in Jharkhand had greatly
improved, partly due to a series of reforms inspired by Chhattisgarh’s experience and intensified
under the National Food Security Act (NFSA). Instead of completing these reforms, for instance by
removing private dealers, the Jharkhand government made Aadhaar-based biometric
authentication compulsory for PDS users. The consequences, documented in a recent study
published in the Economic and Political Weekly, were sobering. Large numbers of people,
especially among vulnerable groups such as widows and the elderly, found themselves excluded
from the PDS. Those who were still able to buy their food rations faced considerable
inconvenience due to connectivity and biometric failures. Worse, there was a revival of corruption,
as PDS rice meant for those who failed the biometric test was siphoned off with abandon.

Dark clouds over the PDS

The damage was made worse in mid-2017, when the Jharkhand government mass-cancelled
ration cards not linked with Aadhaar. On September 22, the government claimed that Aadhaar had
enabled it to cancel 11 lakh “fake” ration cards, but this figure stands no scrutiny, and indeed, it
was retracted later. Many of the cancelled ration cards actually belonged to families that had been
unable to link their card with Aadhaar for no fault of their own. The family of Santoshi Kumari, an
11-year old Dalit girl who died of hunger on September 28, was among them.

The mass-cancellation of Aadhaar-less ration cards, without verification and without even
informing the victims, was both inhuman and illegal. The State government received some flak for
it from the Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) — it is another matter that UIDAI is
participating in the crusade to make Aadhaar-based biometric authentication compulsory in
various contexts. But far from learning from this mistake, or doing anything to repair it, the
Jharkhand government launched a further attack on people’s food entitlements: the monthly PDS
rations of 5 kg per person were restricted to those whose individual names had been linked with
Aadhaar in the ration-cards database. The following sort of situation is now very common in rural
Jharkhand: a family has five members, but only three are listed along with their Aadhaar number in
the database, so the family ends up getting 15 kg of rice per month instead of 25 kg. This
restriction, incidentally, is a flagrant violation of the instructions issued by the Food Ministry in
Delhi on October 24, in response to the uproar that followed Santoshi Kumari’s death.

All this, however, is just a trailer. Preparations are on for a much bigger assault on the PDS in
Jharkhand: the transition to so-called “direct benefit transfer”. Under the DBT system, people have
to collect their food subsidy in cash from the bank before using it to buy rice from the ration shop
at 32 per kg. Until now, they were able to buy rice from the ration shop at 1 per kg. Direct benefit
transfer is an odd term for the new system, whereby the food subsidy is provided in a very
roundabout way.

The DBT system was initiated in Nagri Block of Ranchi district last October, on an experimental
basis. The State government is planning to extend it in other parts if the experiment works. But it
seems to have decided in advance that the experiment is a success, without paying serious
attention to the ground realities.
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In Nagri, it does not take long to discover that the new system is a disaster, and that most people
are angry with it. The main problem with DBT is that people waste enormous time shuttling
between the banks, pragya kendras (common service centres) and ration shops to get hold of their
money and then use it to buy rice at the ration shop. For many of them, this is a three-step
process. First, they go to the bank to find out whether the subsidy has been credited and update
their passbook. Second, they go to the pragya kendra to withdraw the cash, as the bank often
insists on their doing so from these centres. Third, they take the cash to the ration shop to buy rice
at 32 per kg. At every step, there are long queues, and for many people the bank or pragya kendra
is also far away. For people with mobility problems, like the elderly or disabled, this entire process
is a nightmare. One elderly woman we met had to be taken to the bank each time by two relatives
– one to drive the motorbike and one to hold her from the back seat.

The ordeal was particularly trying in the last few weeks, when people had to adapt to the new
system. Many families have several bank accounts, but apparently, they were not told where to
look for their subsidy. Even the bank manager we met in Nagri, or for that matter the Block
Development Officer, did not know which account is selected for DBT when a household has
several bank accounts. As a result, many people had to run from bank to bank to find out where
their subsidy had been deposited. This is all the more difficult as the food subsidy is not always
easy to distinguish from other bank credits.

If people had cash reserves, the system might work better: PDS purchases would not be
contingent on bank transactions. What is striking is that so many people in rural Jharkhand, even
in a relatively developed block like Nagri, have so little cash. And even those who have some
cash, it seems, prefer to use the DBT subsidy to buy rice from the ration shop, partly because they
are not clear about the rules of the game.

Incidentally, the State government announced last year that Nagri was all set to become
Jharkhand’s first “cashless block”. Today, it is forcing people to handle more cash than they want
to.

Even as the people of Nagri fume and protest against the DBT experiment, the State government
is trying its best to project it as a success and justify its extension to the whole State. If this
happens, millions of people will face renewed food insecurity.

Jharkhand is among the worst cases of destabilisation of the PDS, but similar moves are
happening in other States. Most of them are under tremendous pressure from the Central
government to impose Aadhaar-based biometric authentication or move towards DBT. In Bihar, I
am told, DBT failed in the pilot block (Kasba in Purnia district), but the failure went largely
unreported. In Rajasthan, the biometric authentication has caused enormous damage, evident
even in the government’s own transactions data. Even Chhattisgarh, known for its model PDS, is
under pressure to follow the diktats of the Central government and adopt Aadhaar-based
technology. In all these States, we know senior officers in the Food Department who understand
the inappropriateness of this technology and privately oppose it. Yet, they have no choice but to
follow the Central government’s instructions. This is symptomatic of a larger malady in India’s
social sector: growing centralisation and technocracy.

The most disturbing aspect of this trend is a lack of concern for the hardships that people face.
Aadhaar-less ration cards are cancelled without notice. Pensions are discontinued without the
victims being told what the problem is. Job cards are cancelled just to meet the “100% seeding”
targets. Elderly persons with rough fingerprints are deprived of food rations without compensation.
Cash payments are automatically redirected to Aadhaar-linked bank accounts that people
sometimes know nothing about. In effect, they are treated as guinea pigs for undependable
technologies, without any effective arrangements for grievance redressal or even information
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sharing. Let people perish if need be, Aadhaar must prevail.

Jean Dreze is visiting professor at the Department of Economics, Ranchi University
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Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat is leading the Indian delegation to 10th Global Forum for Food &
Agriculture, Berlin, Germany from 18th -20th January 2018
Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare

Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat is leading the Indian
delegation to 10th Global Forum for Food & Agriculture,
Berlin, Germany from 18th -20th January 2018

Posted On: 17 JAN 2018 5:07PM by PIB Delhi

Union Minister of State for Agriculture & Farmers Welfare, Shri Gajendra Singh Shekhawat is
leading the Indian delegation to 10th Global Forum for Food & Agriculture from 18-20 January,
2018 which includes the 10th Berlin Agriculture Ministers’ Conference.

 

The theme of this year’s event is “Shaping the future of livestock – sustainably, responsibly,
efficiently”. The discussions will focus on sustainable and productive animal production among
other issues.

 

Bilateral meetings with counterparts of Germany, Uzbekistan and Argentina are proposed on the
sideline of GFFA to discuss issues to further enhance cooperation in agriculture and allied sectors.

 

About Global Forum for Food and Agriculture (GFFA)

The Global Forum for Food and Agriculture (GFFA) is an international conference that focuses on
central questions concerning the future of the global agri-food industry. It is held during
International Green Week (IGW) and will be taking place in its current shape for the eighth time.
The forum gives representatives from the worlds of politics, business, science and civil society an
opportunity to share ideas and enhance understanding on a selected topic of current agricultural
policy. The GFFA is organised by the Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Consumer
Protection (BMEL) in cooperation with GFFA Berlin e.V., the Senate of Berlin and Messe Berlin
GmbH.

 

Specific aspects of the GFFA’s main theme will be explored in more detail in different event
formats. The opening event in 2018 will outline the key issue and explain how it will be addressed
by the various GFFA events. The main events are the Berlin Agriculture Ministers’ Conference
hosted by the BMEL, and the International Business Panel Discussion hosted by GFFA Berlin e.V.

 

The Agriculture Ministers will convene in the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy for
the Berlin Agriculture Ministers’ Conference (not public). With almost 90 ministers at the last
conference, this is the world’s largest conference of agriculture ministers. A final communiqué
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representing the common position of the ministers is incorporated into the ongoing international
discourse on agricultural policy.

 

The preliminary work for the main events is done on the preceding day in High Level Panels
hosted by international organisations. The results of these meetings are incorporated into the final
communiqué.

 

In expert panel discussions hosted by various organisers, the main theme is discussed from
specific topical and regional perspectives. This ensures that the GFFA is closely meshed with
current scientific thinking.

 

During the GFFA there will be a Cooperation Market where associations, companies, universities
and the BMEL will showcase their activities in the agri-food sector. This – along with the Business
Lounge – provides all the GFFA participants with an opportunity to withdraw from the bustle and
conduct bilateral talks in a more relaxed atmosphere.
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International Solar Alliance Forum at World Future Energy Summit, Abu Dhabi
Ministry of New and Renewable Energy

International Solar Alliance Forum at World Future Energy
Summit, Abu Dhabi

Shri R.K. Singh announces $ 350 million Solar Development
Fund by the Government of India for Solar Projects
Financing

India has one of the fastest growing Renewable Energy
programmes in the World and would achieve 175 GW target
of installed Renewable Energy capacity well before 2020:
Shri R.K. Singh

Posted On: 18 JAN 2018 10:56AM by PIB Delhi

On receipt of 15 ratifications, the International Solar Alliance (ISA) Framework Agreement entered
into force on the 6th December, 2017 thereby making ISA a de jure treaty based international
intergovernmental organisation. So far 19 countries have ratified and 48 countries have signed the
ISA Framework Agreement.

In one of its first outreach programmes post-ratification, the ISA hosted a two Day Event
‘International Solar Alliance Forum’ during 17-18th January, 2018 at the Future World Energy
Summit (WFES) 2018. WFES is a signature event of a global initiative, Abu Dhabi Sustainability
Week, hosted by Masdar scheduled during 15-18th January, 2018 at Abu Dhabi (UAE). During the
ISA event an ISA Pavilion was also set up for dissemination of information about ISA and its
activities and programmes. 

On the first day of the ISA Forum, 17th January, 2018 the Ministerial Plenary of ISA Energy
Ministers was held. The ISA Ministerial was attended by seven Energy Ministers of ISA Member
countries. They presented their views on benefits of collaboration, synergies, and knowledge
sharing at the international level to scale up solar energy for universal energy access and
investing in Innovations, Technology and R&D for solar projects followed by breakout sessions.

Delivering the keynote address on the occasion, Shri Raj Kumar Singh, Minister of State (IC) for
Power and New & Renewable Energy, Government of India congratulated ISA for organising the
ISA Forum as its first overseas outreach activity. He stated that over the years the Renewable
Energy has become cheaper and is set to replace conventional energy, which is a healthy
development, and added that India has one of the fastest growing Renewable Energy
programmes in the World and the country would achieve its target of 175 GW of installed
Renewable Energy capacity well before 2020. The Minister said that that ISA shall help mobilize
sufficient funds for solar energy projects. During his address, Shri Singh announced setting up of a
$ 350 million solar development fund by the Government of India for solar projects financing.

While formally opening the Ministerial session and welcoming the participants, Shri Upendra
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Tripathy, Interim Director General of ISA informed about exchange of LoIs / MoUs of nine solar
related projects which various company and bankers signed early in the day. He further stated that
ISA shall stand for translating ‘Action into Transaction’. He also informed that over 100 projects
shall be signed by April 2018 under ISA umbrella. He also thanked member countries and various
stakeholders making ISA a reality in a short time. He further informed about and extended
invitation for the 2nd RE-INVEST meet to be held in partnership with the Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy, Government of India during 19-21th April, 2018.

The Ministerial Plenary was followed by three technical panel discussions:  ISA a Trillion Dollar
Opportunity; Networking of R&D Institutions in ISA Countries for Solar Innovation, Incubation &
Start-Ups; and Best Practices for Solar Capacity Building in ISA Countries. These sessions were
attended by Energy Ministers, policymakers, Multilateral Banks & Finance Institutions, R&D
Institutions & Innovators, solar project developers and manufacturers, investors and other
stakeholders.

At the end of the ISA Ministerial session, the YES Bank committed financing solar projects of over
$5 Billion. M/s CLP and M/s NTPC Limited announced forging partnership deal with ISA and
committed to make voluntary contribution of $1 million each to ISA fund corpus. IEA and GCF also
announced entering into partnership with ISA.

Being an action-oriented organisation, ISA promotes actual on ground rolling out of solar projects.
Therefore, during first half of the day Ten companies exchanged LoIs/MoUs for solar related
projects in the ISA Pavilion. The companies are: Vyonarc Development Ltd., Greenko Solar,
Gensol Group and SOLARIG from Spain, Shakti Pump, Refex Energy, Amplus Solar, TATA
Power, Jackson Solar, Hero Future Group and Zodiac Energy.

About ISA

The Paris Declaration establishes ISA as an alliance dedicated to the promotion of solar energy
among its member countries. The ISA’s major objectives include global deployment of over
1,000GW of solar generation capacity and mobilisation of investment of over US$ 1000 billion into
solar energy by 2030. As an action-oriented organisation, the ISA brings together countries with
rich solar potential to aggregate global demand, thereby reducing prices through bulk purchase,
facilitating the deployment of existing solar technologies at scale, and promoting collaborative
solar R&D and capacity building.

When the ISA Framework Agreement entered into force on December 6th, 2017, ISA formally
became a de-jure treaty based International Intergovernmental Organization, headquartered at
Gurugram, India. As of now the ISA Framework Agreement has been signed by 48 countries, with
19 of them also depositing the instruments of ratification with the Ministry of External Affairs,
Government of India. For further details please visit ISA website http://isolaralliance.org.

*****
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Towards solar-powered agriculture

In the past few years, solar pumps have consistently piqued the interest of various bureaucrats
and politicians. The Prime Minister spoke about solar pumps from the ramparts of the Red Fort in
2016. There is no shortage of ideas which the Centre, States, civil society organisations, and
enterprises are adopting to enhance penetration of solar for irrigation. But how should India
proceed with this impactful technology?

Maharashtra is solarising its agricultural feeders by installing solar power plants at the substation
level, through competitive bidding. Karnataka is promoting solar pumps for existing grid-connected
farmers under a net-metering regime, allowing them to generate additional income by feeding
back surplus energy into the grid. In eastern States, GIZ, a German development agency, has
piloted community ownership models providing water-as-a-service using solar pumps.

Despite the diversity of approaches and significant government subsidies, only about 1,42,000
pumps have been deployed till date against a target of one million pumps by 2021. Such limited
demand, in a country with 132 million farmers and 28 million existing irrigation pumps, calls for a
reflection on existing deployment approaches.

In India, 53% of the net-sown area is still rain-fed. Solar pumps hold potential to enhance irrigation
access, advance low-carbon agriculture, reduce the burden of rising electricity subsidies, and
improve the resilience of farmers against a changing climate. But farmers’ perspectives have to be
considered and the local context appreciated when deploying the technology to maximise
economic returns.

At the Council on Energy, Environment and Water (CEEW), we have published three new
research studies. I propose seven takeaways for the government to consider while promoting solar
for irrigation. First, target marginal farmers with smaller solar pumps, particularly in areas with
good groundwater development potential. Our research, based on a recent primary survey of
1,600 farmers in Uttar Pradesh, revealed that close to 60% of marginal farmers relied on buying
water, the costliest option for irrigation, or on renting pumps to meet their needs.

Second, couple solar pump deployment with micro-irrigation and water harvesting interventions at
the farm and community levels. While lack of irrigation is a major bottleneck, 30% of farmers
reported limited water availability for irrigation as a challenge.

Third, focus on technology demonstration and deploy at least five solar pumps in each block of the
country. CEEW research suggests that such efforts could have a profound effect on farmers’
willingness to adopt solar pumps and spur bottom-up demand.

Fourth, in regions with already good penetration of electric pumps, prefer feeder solarisation
through competitive bidding over solarisation of individual pumps. A comparative economic
analysis finds that solarising individual grid-connected pumps is the costliest approach for the
government to expand irrigation cover, while not being the most attractive option for farmers.

Fifth, in regions with prevailing local water markets, promote community-owned solar pumps.
CEEW research finds that while joint ownership drew interest from 20% of farmers, close to 80%
of them were interested in buying water from a community-owned or enterprise-owned solar pump
at competitive prices.

Sixth, encourage sharing of solar pumps among farmers through farmer extension programmes.
Given zero marginal cost of pumping with solar, water sharing, already a prevalent practice in
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many parts of the country, helps put a marginal price to the water.

Seventh, provide interest-subsidy to farmers combined with reduced capital subsidy to enable
large-scale deployment of solar pumps in a shorter span of time. Such an approach would cover a
greater number of farmers, helping them reap the benefits of solar pumps sooner, and increase
overall returns to the economy.

Guided by on-ground experiences and an expanding body of research, the government should
continuously improve and innovate its support mechanisms on solar for irrigation. India must
exploit the potential of this decentralised technology to achieve the dual national targets of 100
GW of solar and doubling farmers income by 2022 — setting a world-class example of greening
the economy and overcoming its developmental challenges, simultaneously.

Abhishek Jain is a Senior Programme Lead at the CEEW, an independent not-for-profit policy
research organisation. Email: abhishek.jain@ceew.in
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NIIF, DP World to invest $3 bn

Sharing expertise:DP World will bring cost-effective logistics and warehousing solutions, says the
group’s chairman.  

Dubai’s DP World and the National Investment and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF), a fund-managing
entity of the Government of India have set up an investment platform to invest in ports, terminals,
transportation and logistics businesses in India.

The platform, which is based on a previous agreement, will invest up to $3 billion to acquire assets
and develop projects in the sector, the entities said in a joint statement.

The investment platform will also look at opportunities beyond sea ports such as river ports and
transportation, freight corridors, port-led special economic zones, inland container terminals, and
logistics infrastructure including cold storage.

“DP World has been a part of India’s growth story for nearly two decades,” said Sultan Ahmed Bin
Sulayem, group chairman and CEO, DP World. “We believe that our expertise in building best-in-
class logistics infrastructure, together with the NIIF’s local knowledge and government partnership
is the right combination to take advantage of the significant growth opportunities in India,” he
added.

“We are proud to partner with NIIF and share our expertise and experience in these areas and the
global supply chain to provide cost-effective logistics and warehousing solutions to India's growing
economy and trade,” he added.

‘Aim to reduce cost’

Commenting on the development Sujoy Bose, CEO, NIIF said, “Efficient logistics and cargo
movement are critical components for the continued growth and development of the Indian
economy, particularly [in] manufacturing.” He said the platform will aim to reduce the cost of
moving cargo from and to the ports.

“This is NIIF’s first investment and is a good example of how NIIF can work with international
capital and expertise to invest at scale to build critical infrastructure in India,” Mr. Bose said.
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Shri Gajendra Singh Sekhawat participate in the Agriculture Ministers’ Conference held in Berlin
Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare

Shri Gajendra Singh Sekhawat participate in the Agriculture
Ministers’ Conference held in Berlin

Posted On: 22 JAN 2018 12:37PM by PIB Delhi

Union Minister of State for Agriculture & FW, Shri Gajendra Singh Sekhawat led an Indian
delegation comprising of Dr OP Chaudhury, Joint Secretary, Department of Animal Husbandry,
Dairying & Fisheries and HK Suanthang, Director, DACFW, to participate in the Agriculture
Ministers’ Conference held on 20.01.2018 in Berlin, Germany during the 10th Global Forum for
Food and Agriculture.

The Conference, organised with the theme of “Shaping the Future of Livestock – Sustainably,
Responsibly, Efficiently” was attended by 69 agricultural ministers and heads of 6 international
organisations including FAO, WTO and World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE).  A
Communiqué was issued by the Ministers to safeguard the supply of and access to sufficient,
safe, nutrients and affordable food from livestock production for the growing world population.

Union Minister of State highlighted India’s impressive performance in the dairy, meat and poultry
sector and the initiatives taken by India in the field of diseases control and animal welfare. Shri
Sekhawat also stressed the actions taken by India to mitigate the effect of climate change, both in
the animal and crop sector and called upon the developed countries to abide by the principles of
equity but common and differentiated responsibilities towards tackling climate change.

            Shri Sekhawat accompanied by the delegation also utilised their visit to Berlin for meeting
Agriculture Ministers from 3 other countries – Germany, Argentina and Uzbekistan.

            With his German counterparts, the two Ministers reviewed the overall relationship of the
two countries in agriculture sector. Shri Sekhawat also impressed upon the German Minister to
use his good office for early resolution of Indian rice export being subjected to arbitrarily fixed
maximum residue Limit on Tricyclazole at 0.01 mg/kg by European Union. Union Minister of State
mentioned EU´s non acceptance of digital phytosanitary certificates. The German Minister, in
response, conveyed his admiration for India´s advance on digitalisation of the certificate and
assured to personally take up the matter with the EU Authority concerned.

            During his meeting with Mr. Zoir Mirzaev, Uzbekistan Minister for Agriculture and Water
Management, the MoS informed his counterpart about the priority areas of India in agriculture
sector and suggested areas such as farm machinery, skill development and crop residue
management as possible areas of cooperation.  The two Ministers also discussed potential items
of trade such as moong beans, and opportunities for available investment in each country. The
discussion was further supplemented by the two Ministers taking a walk through the various
exhibitions of the Uzbekistan stall.

            Shri Shekhawat also met the Argentinean Minister of Agriculture Dr Luis Miguel
Etchevehere and discussed various areas of mutual interest including trade in agriculture products
such as fruits, vegetables and meat. The Minister also conveyed India’s interest in the success
achieved by Argentina in farm mechanisation.  He also sought collaboration to such technologies
to suit Indian conditions, and obtained technology for manufacture of silo bag to reduce storage
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losses in India.
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Making our roads safe

The process of introducing legislation for road safety has been in the making for the past four
years. The Motor Vehicles (Amendment) Bill was passed by the Lok Sabha in 2017. If passed by
the Rajya Sabha, it will be the first of its kind to extensively reform existing legislation on road
safety, the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988. The Amendment Bill is robust and rectifies several systemic
issues by providing for a uniform driver licensing system, protection of children and vulnerable
road users, rationalising penalties, and much more.

The World Health Organisation (WHO) points out that for effective road safety management, it is
imperative to have an institutionalised and sustainable data system. This includes information
pertaining to drivers, such as types of licences held and a record of violation of traffic laws. The
driver licensing system in India controls and filters the number and quality of drivers on the road.
Currently, the procedure is largely manual, while the number of licences issued per year is over a
crore. The inefficiencies of a predominantly manual system, given the scale of licences issued
every year, results in lakhs of licences being issued without the prescribed checks and balances.
In the absence of a central registry, often multiple licences are held by one person for different
States. Low penalties for licensing offences allow erring drivers to be behind the wheel and get
away with life-threatening violations.

The Bill addresses each of these challenges by introducing technology in the licensing procedure.
A digitised, uniform and centralised driver licensing system will go a long way in ensuring ease of
access, efficiency and transparency in the filtering process.

The Bill also proposes to introduce digitisation in the monitoring and enforcement of traffic laws.
Electronic monitoring and enforcement can already be seen in practice in Kerala. The State has a
‘city surveillance and traffic monitoring system’, and automated traffic enforcement systems to
detect traffic light violations as well as speeding. The enactment of the Bill will facilitate the
replication and creation of such digitised systems for all other States.

Since 2008, in India, over 55,000 children have lost their lives in road accidents. In 2016 alone,
7% of road crash deaths were attributed to children below 18 years. The WHO asserts that using
child-restraint systems in vehicles decreases the risk of death in a crash by about 70% for infants
and 54-80% for small children. In the current piece of legislation, there is no provision for
protection of children, and this lacuna has been addressed for the first time.

The Bill proposes to mandate the use of protective headgear by every person above the age of
four driving, riding or being carried on a two-wheeler. It provides for measures to be laid down for
the safety of children below the age of four. Similarly, the Bill mandates the use of safety belts and
child restraints for those under 14 years and introduces a fine of 1,000 for the driver or guardian
for the violation of the same.

For decades, penalties for behaviour that results in fatalities and grievous injuries have remained
minimal, largely unrevised, and, consequently, have failed to deter violators. This Bill promises to
rationalise these fines. For instance, the penalty for drunk driving has been increased to 10,000 for
the first offence and 15,000 for the subsequent one.

For exceeding lawful speeds, the penalty has been increased to 1,000 for light motor vehicles and
2,000-4,000 for medium and heavy motor vehicles. For the non-use of helmets and seat belts, the
fines have been increased from 100 to 1,000.

As a signatory to the Brasilia Declaration on Road Safety, India has committed to reducing, by
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2020, the number of road crash fatalities and serious injuries by 50%. This will be impossible to
achieve if the sole statute governing road safety in India, the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988, is not
overhauled. The Motor Vehicles (Amendment) Bill, 2017, will serve as the first and most essential
step towards fulfilling this vision.

Piyush Tewari is the CEO of SaveLIFE Foundation, a non-profit working on road safety and
emergency medical care in India
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How government can double farmer incomes

Indian agriculture has been relatively untouched by the structural reforms that lifted incomes in
other parts of the economy. Low farm productivity meant that governments tried to improve the lot
of farmers through price policy. The problem is that engineering a shift in the terms of trade
through higher support prices usually leads to generalized inflation—and that is precisely what
happened during the tenure of the two governments led by Manmohan Singh.

The Narendra Modi government faces a dilemma right now. The collapse of food prices has hurt
farmer incomes. Ramesh Chand of the NITI Aayog has estimated that real incomes of farmers
have come down by 1.36% a year over the past five years. Pushing up prices could endanger the
recent macroeconomic stability—but no democratic government can ignore the obvious pain in
rural areas. This is why the focus has to shift to reforms that lift farm productivity.

A recent report by the Ashok Dalwai committee on doubling farmers’ incomes thus deserves
attention. The solutions can be categorized into four broad areas: land, access to markets,
increase in productivity and diversification towards high-yield crops and non-farm activities.

Starting with land, it is well known that land holdings in India are small and fragmented, 86% of
them being smaller than 2 hectares. Holdings are too small for the use of modern implements,
farmers have to rely on informal sources of lending and are subject to the vagaries of the weather
and volatile prices for their produce. Small farmers, who are already very poor, are forced to bear
more risk than they would like.

At the same time, various studies reveal that at any time, 5-10% of the arable land is left fallow
because the adverse possession laws discourage leasing. Even when they are leased out, it is
usually an oral lease that does not give the lessee legal protection, preventing him from accessing
formal credit and discouraging investment in the farm.

The Union government has framed the model agricultural land lease law, 2016 and the draft model
contract farming law, 2018 to mitigate these problems by allowing absentee landowners to lease
out land without fear of losing title. Similarly, contract farming should help farmers as the
sponsoring companies can shield them from their post-harvest anxiety about prices, while farmers
can benefit from pooled purchases of inputs at affordable prices and access to machinery and
knowledge provided by the sponsoring company.

The key point is that farmers do not have to be experts at growing crops and predicting prices.
They should be free to take on either, neither or both of these roles. Indeed, just 1.2% of rural
youth aspire to work in agriculture, according to the 2017 Annual Survey of Education Report
(Aser) by Pratham. Apart from the limited employment opportunities outside farming, the
restrictions on leasing and selling arable land make it difficult for farmers to exit agriculture.

Coming to access to markets, agricultural produce market committees (APMCs) have perpetuated
monopolistic intermediaries. The Ashok Dalwai committee notes that farmers’ share in the market
price is low, and generally varies from 15-40%. Given the resistance to the model APMC law of
2003, the Union government has introduced a model agricultural produce and livestock marketing
(APLM) law, 2017 that is intended to replace the existing APMC Act, and allow a single market
within a state, freeing farmers to trade at private wholesale markets, allowing them to sell directly
to bulk buyers, and promoting trading on the electronic national agriculture market (eNAM).

Even the international trade policy is used to favour consumers. When prices increase, import
tariffs are reduced in order to increase supply while the minimum export price is used to restrict or
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ban the export of a commodity in reaction to its rising prices for the consumer. These short-term
adjustments in tariffs disrupt any planning or relationship building in international trade, adding to
the already existing risks and uncertainties. The committee’s report bats for a stable trade regime,
structured on predetermined signals that will allow stakeholders to predict the change in policy
with the crop forecasts.

Third, productivity of crops in India is low compared to global standards and there is large variation
across states, primarily explained by access to irrigation facilities and adoption of improved
technology. The per-hectare productivity for all crops in irrigated regions is Rs56, 510, compared
to Rs35,352 for rain-fed areas.

For marginal farmers, raising productivity is likely the single most important factor if incomes of this
group are to be doubled. This requires public investment in irrigation, seeds, fertilizers and other
technology. However, successive governments have preferred to give subsidies rather than invest
in rural infrastructure.

Finally, diversification is crucial if farmers’ incomes have to increase. This is because the average
productivity of high-value crops, like vegetables and fruits, is more than Rs1.4 lakh per hectare,
compared to Rs40,000 for staple crops.

Most of the above reforms are the domain of state governments which often protect the interests
of large farmers. NITI Aayog has argued for bringing agriculture into the concurrent list so that the
Union government can ensure a national market for agricultural products—that may not be a bad
idea.

How can the government double farmers’ incomes by 2022? Tell us at views@livemint.com
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UDAN 2 to link 73 airports, helipads

Air cover:The Centre will fund the scheme partly from the dividend paid by the Airports Authority of
India.  

The Centre on Wednesday said 73 underserved and unserved airports and helipads would be
connected under the phase 2 of the regional connectivity scheme UDAN.

Of the 90 proposals awarded to provide flight connectivity to more than 300 regional routes,
Interglobe Aviation, the parent firm of IndiGo, was awarded a maximum of 20 proposals followed
by SpiceJet with17. Jet Airways won 4 proposals.

“The scheme will provide around 26.5 lakh seats per annum that will be covered with [an] airfare
cap of Rs. 2,500/hr of flying,” said R. N. Choubey Secretary, Ministry of Civil Aviation.

“In addition, around two lakh RCS (regional connectivity scheme) seats per annum are expected
to be provided through helicopter operations,” he said.

The States with maximum number of airports and helipads which will see activation under UDAN 2
scheme include Uttarakhand (15), Uttar Pradesh (9), Arunachal Pradesh (8), Himachal Pradesh
(6), Assam (5) and Manipur (5).

Some of the cities that would now be connected include Kargil, Darbhanga, Kasauli, Bokaro,
Dumka, Hubli, Kannur and Pakyong, among others.

This was the first time bids were received from helicopter operators under the scheme.

Viability gap funding

These proposals would required a viability gap funding (VGF) of Rs. 487 crore per annum for fixed
wing operations and Rs. 130 crore per annum for helicopter operations in the priority areas —
which include the north-eastern and hill States, taking the total funding need for the scheme in
phase 2 to Rs. 617 crore. In the first phase, this amount stood at Rs. 213 crore per annum.

The Centre said it had decided not to increase the Rs. 5,000 regional air connectivity levy charged
from airlines flying on major routes to fund the UDAN scheme. It would now be partly funded by
the dividend that AAI (Airports Authority of India) paid to the Government of India. “The Finance
Ministry has agreed to fund the UDAN scheme through the dividend that AAI pays to the
government every year,” said Mr. Choubey.

“We already have got Rs. 200 crore from AAI as dividend share for this year. Next year also, a
similar exercise will be done,” he said.

Under the first round of RCS, which concluded in March last year, a total of 128 routes were
awarded to five airline operators
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Ministry of Railways sets Zero scrap balance target for all Zonal Railways.
Ministry of Railways

Ministry of Railways sets Zero scrap balance target for all
Zonal Railways.

All General Managers of Zonal Railways have been advised
to strictly monitor the e-auction of scrap.

Total scrap sales till December 2017 of current financial year
has reached to Rs. 1837 crores which is 22% higher than the
corresponding sales of Rs. 1503 crores upto December 2016
of the year 2016-17

Posted On: 23 JAN 2018 4:40PM by PIB Delhi

Earnings from sale of Railway scrap not only augments Railways revenue but also helps in
keeping the Railway track, stations, workshops, depots neat and tidy.  In this regard, Ministry of
Railways has directed all Zonal Railway & Production units to achieve Zero scrap balance by end
of March 2018.  General Managers of all the Zonal Railways/PUs have been advised to regularly
monitor this activity and to intensify supervision at senior officers’ level so as to promptly identify
scrap and offer it for e-auction. 

 

With the concerted efforts by all the Railways, total scrap sales till December 2017 of current
financial year has reached to Rs. 1837 crores which is 22% higher than the corresponding
sales of Rs. 1503 crores upto December 2016 of the year 2016-17.    

 

Indian Railways have been selling its internally generated scrap entirely through   online e-
auction.  Majority of the scrap material comprises of worn-out rails and track fittings released
from track renewal/gauge conversion, steel scrap generated in course of overhaul /repairs of
rolling stocks, other non-ferrous and miscellaneous  scrap.

 

The e-auction module is part of the IREPS (Indian Railways E-Procurement System) which is
a single portal of Indian Railways handling all procurements tenders and e-auctions digitally.
All the Zonal Railways and Production Units use this single platform for online sales of scrap. 
Monthly on an average, 200 e-auctions are conducted by Materials Managers in Divisions
and Stores Depots spread all over Indian Railways.  Auction schedules and details of
saleable materials are published regularly on IREPS website & updated online. The endeavor
shall be continued so as to achieve the task of Zero scrap balance by end of March
2018.       
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Shri Nitin Gadkari to lay the foundation stone for Ghazipur Intermodal Terminal today
Ministry of Shipping

Shri Nitin Gadkari to lay the foundation stone for Ghazipur
Intermodal Terminal today

The terminal is being built by IWAI as part of Jal Marg Vikas
Project

It will facilitate cargo movement by both land and water
modes, have storage areas

A step forward in developing Ganga as an environment
friendly, fuel efficient and cost-effective mode of transport

Posted On: 25 JAN 2018 4:14PM by PIB Delhi

Union Minister for Road Transport & Highways, Shipping and Water Resources, River
Development & Ganga Rejuvenation Shri Nitin Gadkari, will lay the foundation stone for an
Intermodal Terminal at Ghazipur in Uttar Pradesh tomorrow. The Rs 155 Cr terminal is being
constructed by the Inland Waterways Authority of India as part of the World Bank aided Jal Marg
Vikas Project on river Ganga or the NW-I, that aims to augment the navigational capacity of the
river.  Shri Manoj Sinha, Minister of State for Communication (Independent Charge) and Railways
and Shri Keshav Prasad Maurya, Deputy Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh will also be present on
the occasion.

The intermodal terminal at Ghazipur will have linkage to both NW-I or River Ganga and NH-31
which is just 650 metres away. NH19 links Ghazipur in Uttar Pradesh with Patna in Bihar. The
terminal will thus be very important for efficient movement of large and small cargo by providing
the options for both land and water transportation or the option for intermodal switching. The
terminal will have facilities like berths, storage areas and sheds, terminal building, communications
systems and electrical substation. It will have a handling capacity of 12 lac tonnes per annum.

As part of IWAI’s efforts to promote environment friendly mode of transport, Liquefied Natural Gas
(LNG) bunkering facility is also being planned at Ghazipur terminal. IWAI plans to run LNG fuelled
vessels on NW1. The terminal is expected to provide between 5000 direct and indirect jobs. The
first phase of the terminal construction is expected to be completed by April, 2020.

The intermodal terminal at Ghazipur is one of the several sub projects under the Rs 5369 Crore
Jal Marg Vikas project.  The other sub projects include construction of three multi modal terminals
at Varanasi, Sahibganj and Haldia; a new navigational lock at Farakka, bank protection works, 
 river navigation system, construction of Ro-Ro terminals and another intermodal terminals at
Kalughat. IWAI is building this infrastructure along Ganga or NW-I to make the river navigable for
cargo vessels. The development of this waterway would result in an environment friendly, fuel
efficient and cost-effective alternative mode of transportation, especially for bulk goods, hazardous
goods and over dimensional cargo. NW-1 is an important constituent of the Eastern Transport
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Corridor of India, along with the proposed Eastern Dedicated Freight Corridor and National
Highway -2.  This corridor connects the National Capital Region (NCR) with the eastern and north-
eastern states, and will also be an important  link to Bangladesh, Myanmar, Thailand, Nepal and
other east and south-east Asian countries through the Kolkata Port and Indo- Bangladesh Protocol
Route. Jal Marg Vikas project could therefore turn River Ganga into an economic lifeline for the
region.

 

Project Details of the Intermodal Terminal at Ghazipur: (Rs 155 Cr)

Site Location: The site is located on River Ganga atDungapur village of District
Ghazipurin Uttar Pradesh

●

Road Connectivity: NH-19 is 650 m away from the Terminal Location. Road
connectivity from highway to terminal is to be provided.

●

Land Required: 8.917 Hectares. 2.6 Ha already acquired and registered.●

Cost of the Project: Rs. 155 Crore (including land acquisition cost).●

No of Berths: 2 of (125 x 25 m + 110 m x 25 m)●

Capacity of the Terminal: 12 lac tonnes per annum●

Expected Completion Date: April 2020●

Major Cargo: Natural Aggregates, Bagged & General Cargo●

Facilities: Berths and Approach Trestles, Storage Areas, Terminal building, Weigh
bridge, Storm water Drainage, Sewage treatment plant, Underground reservoir,
bore well, Communication system, Electrical sub station, High mast lighting,
Parking

●

LNG bunkering facility is also being considered at Ghazipur terminal.●

Benefits●

Project to help reduce transportation cost by enabling cargo movement on
river and  providing linkage with hinterland

❍

Ensure efficient & economic intermodal supply chains throughout UP & Bihar❍

Create employment opportunity❍

Boost to trade & commerce in the region❍

Cold storage facilities for farmers & other small scale industries❍

 

Please click here for map of Ghazipur terminal
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Ministry of Road Transport & Highways signs MoU with IL&FS for construction of Zojila tunnel
Ministry of Road Transport & Highways

Ministry of Road Transport & Highways signs MoU with
IL&FS for construction of Zojila tunnel
The tunnel will provide all weather connectivity between
Srinagar, Kargil and Leh

Posted On: 25 JAN 2018 10:32AM by PIB Delhi

An MoU was signed yesterday between National Highways and Infrastructure Development
Corporation (NHIDCL) under the Ministry of Road Transport & Highways, and M/S IL&FS
Transportation Networks Ltd for construction of the 14.150  km long,  2-lane bi-directional Zojila
Tunnel in Jammu & Kashmir . This would be India’s longest road tunnel and the longest bi-
directional tunnel in Asia. The construction of this tunnel will provide all weather connectivity
between Srinagar, Kargil and Leh and will bring about all round economic and socio-cultural
integration of these regions. The project has strategic and socio-economic importance and will be
an instrument for the development of the economically backward districts in Jammu & Kashmir.

The project aims at construction of 14.150 km long two lane bidirectional single tube tunnel with a
parallel 14.200 km long egress tunnel between Baltaland Minamarg in the state of J&K. The total
capital cost of the project is Rs 6808.69 crore. It includes the cost towards land acquisition,
resettlement andrehabilitation and other pre-construction activities as well as maintenance and
operation cost of the tunnel for four years. The civil construction cost of the project is Rs 4899.42
crore. The construction period of the project is seven years which shall be reckoned from the date
of commencement of construction.

The tunnel will be an engineering marvel, a first of its kind in such geographical area. It will have
all modern technical safety arrangements such as cut and cross ventilation system, two axial
fans,, fully transverse ventilation system, uninterrupted  power supply, CCTV monitoring, variable
messaging boards, traffic logging equipment , tunnel radio, emergency telephone system etc.  

The main objective of the project is to provide all whether connectivity to strategically important
Leh region in Jammu & Kashmir which at the moment is limited to at best 6 months in a year
because of snow on the passes and threat of avalanches. This project, along with other ongoing
projects like 6.5 km long Z-Morh tunnel at Gagangir would ensure safe, fast and cheap
connectivity between the two regions of Kashmir and Ladakh.

Speaking on the occasion Shri Nitin Gadkari, Minister of Road Transport & Highways, Shipping
and Water Resources, River Development and Ganga Rejuvenation urged the construction
company to make efforts to complete the project faster than the seven years assigned for it so that
its  benefits can reach the people of the region at the earliest. He also urged the company to
explore whether it is technically feasible to lay railway tracks in the tunnel along with the road.

The projects will also increase the employment potential for the local labourers for the project
activities. There would be enormous boost in employment as local businesses get linked to
national market and the region is able to receive round the year tourist traffic.
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India, ASEAN target swift deal on RCEP

Small is big:The summit saw an agreement to promote growth for MSMEs through technology
transfer, capacity building, technical assistance and access to innovation.AFP  

With an aim to further trade ties, India and ASEAN on Friday agreed to target a swift conclusion to
the comprehensive and mutually beneficial Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership
(RCEP) in 2018.

Both sides also reaffirmed their commitment to enhance physical and digital connectivity in line
with the Master Plan on ASEAN Connectivity 2025 and the ASEAN ICT Masterplan (AIM) 2020 by
availing the $1-billion line of credit announced by India.

Highway project

India and ASEAN will also work towards encouraging early completion of the India-Myanmar-
Thailand Trilateral Highway Project and extend this trilateral highway to Cambodia, Lao PDR and
Vietnam, according to the Delhi Declaration of the ASEAN-India Commemorative Summit.

The summit was held here to mark the 25th anniversary of Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN)-India Dialogue Relations.

It also emphasised the need to deepen cooperation in the area of aviation under the ASEAN-India
Aviation Cooperation Framework adopted at the 14th ASEAN Transport Ministers’ Meeting in
Manila, on November 6, 2008, including through the convening of air services consultations by the
ASEAN-India Working Group on Regional Air Services Arrangements and the establishment of air
transport cooperation on technical, economic and regulatory matters between ASEAN and India. It
was agreed to establish closer ASEAN-India air links to promote tourism, trade, and enhance
greater connectivity between 10-nation grouping ASEAN and India.

Both sides will work to “further strengthen ASEAN-India economic relations, including through the
full utilisation and effective implementation of the ASEAN-India Free Trade Area, and intensify
efforts in 2018 toward the swift conclusion of a modern, comprehensive, high quality, and mutually
beneficial Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP),” it said.

There were also agreements on cooperation for conservation and sustainable use of marine
resources in the Indian and Pacific Oceans and address threats to these resources including
illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing, loss of coastal ecosystems and the adverse impacts of
pollution, ocean acidification, marine debris.

Maritime cooperation

It also emphasised the need to promote maritime transport cooperation between ASEAN and
India, and encourage potential private sector participation in the development of seaports,
maritime logistics network and maritime services in order to create greater efficient linkages and
encourage ASEAN and India to continue discussions on these priority areas.

According to the declaration, promotion of stable and sustainable growth for Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises (MSMEs), including through technology transfer, as well as enhancing
capacity building, technical assistance, access to innovation and opportunities to integrate into the
global and regional value chains were agreed upon.
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India and ASEAN countries will continue to collaborate in peaceful exploitation of outer space,
through the implementation of the ASEAN-India Space Cooperation Programme, including
launching of satellites, for sustainable exploitation of ground, sea, atmospheric and digital
resources for equitable development of the region, it said.

“We also look forward to the establishment of the ASEAN-India Trade and Investment Centre,” the
declaration said.
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The oil risk — on the rise in international prices

As international oil prices head higher, India will have to brace itself for the economic risks of
expensive energy. Brent crude oil futures were trading at about $70 a barrel on Friday, marking a
four-year high and a price increase of close to 6% since the start of the year. The rise in
international prices has been particularly sharp given that oil had been selling at below $45 in
June. This is a rally of about 55% in a matter of just months. Oil price dynamics have often been
explained by changes in the supply outlook influenced by the decisions of major oil producers. Oil
trading at $70 should offer some respite to traditional oil producers like the OPEC members, which
have suffered the onslaught of U.S. shale producers. According to the IMF, last year, for instance,
Saudi Arabia would break even on its budget with oil at $70. The recent spurt in oil prices,
however, seems to be more the result of a weakening of the U.S. dollar than anything else. The
dollar has been gradually weakening against major global currencies since the beginning of last
year. But the trend was given a new push following comments by U.S. Treasury Secretary Steven
Mnuchin in favour of a weak-dollar policy. At Davos this week, Mr. Mnuchin noted that a weaker
dollar would be good for American trade. However, given that the U.S. is right in the middle of a
monetary tightening cycle, it is unlikely that the dollar will continue to boost oil prices, unless the
Federal Reserve slows the projected pace of interest rate increases.

Consumers in India are already beginning to feel the pinch as petrol and diesel prices have hit
multi-year highs. The retail selling price of both petrol and diesel in Delhi, for instance, has risen by
close to 3 a litre since the beginning of 2018. The rise in domestic fuel prices is on expected lines
given the policy of dynamic daily pricing of petrol and diesel adopted by the Centre. But as rising
oil prices put pressure on domestic consumers, the government will have to desist from resorting
to subsidies to ease the pain. It should work towards rationalising taxes on petrol and diesel to
bring down retail prices. This will help consumers without imposing an undue burden on the oil
marketing companies. An even bigger risk posed by higher oil prices is to the government’s fiscal
management. With the fiscal windfall from low oil prices likely to end for now, the government
should think for the long term and make crucial tweaks to its hydrocarbon exploration and
licensing policy to expedite oil discovery and production. Simultaneously, it must take a leaf from
China’s book and actively support Indian energy firms’ bids for overseas oilfields. Self-reliance is
ultimately the best hedge.

Receive the best of The Hindu delivered to your inbox everyday!

Please enter a valid email address.

The draft of Assam’s National Register of Citizens is a first step, but it opens up concerns
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Unsafe on the farm

Between July and October last year, more than 40 farmers died in Maharashtra’s Vidarbha region
in what were feared to be cases of pesticide poisoning — the pestilence was at its worst in
Yavatmal district. A report of a special investigation team (SIT) into the deaths has confirmed
these fears and raised troubling questions on farm safety. The report that was submitted to the
Nagpur Bench of the Bombay High Court on Tuesday blames several departments of the
Maharashtra government for failing to discharge their duties under the Insecticides Act, 1968. It
notes that agriculture department officials did not take action against outfits that sold “non-
recommended pesticides”. It also points out that the health department does not have a machinery
“for compilation of reports exclusively of pesticide-affected patients”.

But the SIT report itself is problematic on more than one count. It blames the affected agriculturists
for not following safety measures while spraying pesticides and recommends that farm labourers
obtain “fitness certificates” from government health centres before using pesticides. The report
recommends strict action against those who fail to observe the “stipulated precautionary” steps.
There is no denying the lacunae in farm safety. But putting the onus of their health on the
agriculturists would only result in their harassment, especially when it’s now well-known that a
majority of farmers lack awareness about the correct use of pesticides.

A National Human Rights Commission report that probed the Vidarbha farmers’ deaths in October
noted that most agriculturists depend on government agencies for information on the safe use of
farm inputs. But as the SIT report notes, the agriculture department in Maharashtra is seriously
short-staffed — only six of the 16 tehsil agricultural posts in Yavatmal have been filled. With the
local agriculture officer most often not at hand, the pesticide dealer becomes the unofficial
authority recommending pesticides to farmers — there’s no gainsaying that these dealers are
guided more by their economic interests than farmers’ safety.

The Insecticides Act does hold manufacturers responsible for pesticide-related accidents such as
those in Vidarbha. But the law is riddled with anomalies that make its implementation nearly
impossible. The larger companies outsource production to smaller outfits who have to declare a
“responsible person” to be held accountable for violations. But this person is a shadowy figure,
most often a lowly-paid employee, who cannot be traced in times of violations. Since last year, the
Union cabinet has been working on a Pesticides Management Bill. The farm safety issues that
have come to light in the wake of the deaths of Vidarbha should inform this exercise.
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New wheat variety can help fight diabetes

Regina Ahmed with the newly developed wheat variety.   | Photo Credit: K. Ragesh

A new variety of fibre-rich wheat that has the potential to help fight Type 2 diabetes and bowel
cancer has been developed by a team led by an Indian scientist working for the Australian national
research agency. The discovery is considerably significant for India, which is often labelled the
‘diabetic capital of the world’, with over 50 million people suffering from the disease.

Regina Ahmed, principal research scientist, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organisation (CSIRO), told The Hindu in an email interview that the new wheat variety was rich in
amylose. The amount of resistant starch, a type of dietary fibre, in products made from high-
amylose wheat was 10 times more than those made from regular wheat. Resistant starch is known
to improve digestive health, protect against the genetic damage that precedes bowel cancer, and
help combat Type 2 diabetes. Normally, food is digested in the small intestine. This starch reaches
the large intestine and disintegrates there, which reduces the speed with which glucose reaches
the blood, said Dr. Ahmed, a native of Changanassery in Kerala's Kottayam district.

“There is a rapid spread of lifestyle diseases across the world. Type 2 diabetes is now a global
health challenge with mounting incidence in most nations, including developing countries like
India,” she said. Increased prevalence of the disease takes a toll on life and healthcare costs, too.
Imparting nutritional benefits to staple foods like wheat would have a meaningful impact on public
health, without the need for making major dietary changes, Dr. Regina said.

She added, “India is one of the leading producers of wheat and almost all the wheat that India
produces is consumed domestically. This means that wheat with enhanced nutritional quality can
serve as an excellent vehicle for delivery of health benefits to consumers.”

Receive the best of The Hindu delivered to your inbox everyday!

Please enter a valid email address.

Astronauts on extended space travel missions would have significant bone and muscle
complications.
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From Plate to Plough: How to help the farmer

Farm distress is likely to be one of the major focal points of the upcoming Union Budget. Agri-GDP
growth has fallen to around 2 per cent per annum in the first four years of the Modi government;
the real incomes of farmers have fallen as well. The growth in the agriculture sector is much below
the Centre’s target and the government does not seem to be on course to double farmers’
incomes by 2022. With assembly elections in 10 states due later this year, the states going to the
polls are making attempts to woo farmers. While some have announced loan waivers, others are
trying to fix farmers’ woes emanating from tumbling farm prices. Here, we focus on two pilot
projects to see if they can be scaled-up at the all India level.

The first is the Bhavantar Bhugtan Yojana (BBY), essentially a price deficiency payment (PDP)
scheme, being undertaken by the government of Madhya Pradesh. BBY applies to eight kharif
crops — soybean, maize, urad, tur, moong, groundnut, til, ramtil. The Haryana government has
announced a somewhat similar scheme for four vegetables — potatoes, onions, tomatoes and
cauliflower. The second pilot scheme we talk about is underway in Telangana, where the
government gives all farmers an investment support for their working capital needs.

Under the BBY, farmers have to first register on a portal. Their sown area is verified by
government officials. They are then asked to bring their produce to mandis at a time fixed by the
state government. Based on average productivity of a crop in the district and area cultivated by the
farmer, the quantity of each produce that is eligible for deficiency payment is also determined by
the government. Farmers receive the difference between average sale price (ASP) and MSP
directly into their bank accounts. The scheme seems interesting as it provides an alternative to
physical procurement of commodities at minimum support prices (MSPs). The ASP is calculated
as the simple average of the weighted modal prices of the relevant crops in the regulated mandis
of Madhya Pradesh and two adjoining states. The price information is drawn from the Centre’s
agmarknet.gov.in portal.

For kharif 2017-18, so far, data related to five crops (soybean, maize, groundnut, urad and moong)
has been finalised for price deficiency payment. The market prices of til and ramtil are higher than
the MSP and therefore they do not qualify for price deficiency payment. The tur season will start
from February.

The graph shows the key results of BBY for October-December, 2017. It is interesting to note that
only 32 per cent of urad production in Madhya Pradesh got the yojana’s benefit despite the fact
that ASP of urad was 42 per cent below its MSP. In other words, 68 per cent of urad production
was sold at prices below MSP, without any compensation under BBY. In the case of soybean, the
state’s prime kharif crop, the percentage of production benefiting from this scheme is even lower
— only 18.5 per cent, despite its ASP being 12 per cent below the MSP. And for maize, groundnut
and moong, the coverage is even poorer (see graph).

The Madhya Pradesh government claims to have paid about Rs 1,900 crore as compensation to
farmers for these five crops. But that pertains to only those farmers registered on its portal. A
larger proportion of farmers are not registered on the portal and they have been selling their
produce at huge losses. These farmers have not received any compensation. In fact, those not
registered under BBY have to suffer bigger losses because traders are suppressing the market.
We have calculated their loss by multiplying the production not covered under BBY with the price
difference between MSP and ASP. The actual prices in Madhya Pradesh are even lower than the
ASP, which is the average of modal prices of three states. The total loss for these five crops
comes to Rs 6,534 crore. So, if the scheme was fully successful and covered entire production,
the Madhya Pradesh government’s revenue outgo would be Rs 8,434 crore, and not Rs 1,900
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crore. This would be more than 90 per cent of the state’s total budget for agriculture. In sum, BBY
is not inclusive, covers less than 25 per cent of the farmers’ loss, involves too much micro-
management by government officials and is prone to market manipulation.

Haryana’s scheme for four vegetables is even worse as the presumed MSP (Rs 400 per quintal for
potatoes and tomatoes and Rs 500 per quintal for onions and cauliflower) does not even cover the
full cost of production as estimated by the Union Ministry of Agriculture and the National
Horticulture Board for these crops.

In contrast to these programmes is the government of Telangana’s input support scheme.
Announced in the second week of January, the scheme’s objective is to relieve farmers from
taking loans from moneylenders by giving them Rs 4,000 per acre for the kharif and rabi seasons.
It is envisaged that the farmer will use this money for purchase of inputs ranging from seeds to
fertilisers to machinery and hired labour. The area eligible for investment support is 14.21 million
acre — the government’s annual bill for the project, thus, comes to around Rs 5,685 crore.

The Telangana model does not require the farmer to register his cultivated area and crops. The
farmer is free to grow a crop of his choice and sell it anytime in a mandi of his choice. This model
is crop-neutral, more equitable, more transparent, and gives farmers the freedom to choose.
Incidentally, China has a similar scheme: It gives aggregate input subsidy support on a per acre
basis. The scheme does not distort markets and is worth following. Will the Union Budget make
such a bold move to redress farmers’ woes?
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We need far more stringent laws to save farmers and food items from pesticide toxicity

A special investigation team, set up by the Maharashtra government to probe the deaths of 40
farmers and farm labourers in Amravati and Yavatmal districts last year from pesticide poisoning,
has blamed the administrative machinery as well as the victims for failing to follow safety protocols
while handling such toxic substances. To prevent such incidents from happening again, the panel
has recommended measures, including a ban on monocrotophos — a widely used insecticide —
and unregistered plant growth regulators, besides dedicated quality control staff to check pesticide
quality, intensive care units in district and rural hospitals, and stringent IPC sections against farm
owners and labourers not adhering to stipulations.

In a country in which agricultural infrastructure is in a flux (district extension centres that are
responsible for taking scientific knowledge to the farms for better yield and productivity are in dire
straits) and the “link between science and agriculture has snapped,” as M S Swaminathan said
recently, these proposals seems too ambitious. Instead of putting the onus on farmers, as the
report seems to have done, the role and responsibility of the manufacturers of these pesticides
must be scrutinised first. In fact, the Insecticide Act says that “manufacturers and distributors of
insecticides and operators shall arrange for suitable training in observing safety precautions and
handling safety equipment provided to them.”

Moreover, two of the pesticides blamed for these deaths—monocrotophos and oxydemetonmethyl
— are classified as Class I pesticides by the World Health Organization because of their acute
toxicity. They are banned in several countries, including the EU. However, they are widely used in
India. A CSE report says: “As per the data available with the Directorate of Plant Protection,
Quarantine and Storage, a body under the Union Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare,
Class I insecticides (pesticides) accounted for close to 30 per cent of India’s total consumption of
insecticides (pesticides) by weight in 2015-16. Every year, there are about 10,000 reported cases
of pesticide poisoning in India.

India needs a new pesticides management law to address issues related to the unsafe use of
pesticides. It must also ensure strong enforcement to address farmers on how to avoid acute
toxicity and prevent chronic toxicity due to pesticide residues in food items.
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‘Climate change may hit farm income’

All-weather farms:India must expand irrigation in the backdrop of water scarcity, depleting
groundwater resources.  

The Economic Survey 2017-18, said farmer income losses from climate change could be between
15% and 18% on an average, rising to anywhere between 20%-25% in unirrigated areas of the
country.

“Applying IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change)-predicted temperatures and
projecting India’s recent trends in precipitation, and assuming no policy responses, give rise to
estimates for farm income losses of 15% to 18% on average, rising to 20%-25% for unirrigated
areas,” pointed out the Survey, adding that at current levels of farm income, that translates into
more than Rs. 3,600 per year for the median farm household.

“[The] Prime Minister’s goal of doubling farmers’ incomes — increasingly runs up against the
contemporary realities of Indian agriculture, and the harsher prospects of its vulnerability to long-
term climate change,” pointed out the Survey, adding that India needed to expand irrigation – and
do so against a backdrop of rising water scarcity and depleting groundwater resources.

“In the 1960s, less than 20% of agriculture was irrigated, now this number is in the mid-40s. The
Indo-Gangetic plain, and parts of Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh are well irrigated. But parts of
Karnataka, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Chhattisgarh and Jharkhand are still
extremely vulnerable to climate change on account of not being well irrigated,” said the Survey.

“Fully irrigating Indian agriculture, that too against the backdrop of water scarcity and limited
efficiency in existing irrigation schemes, will be a defining challenge for the future. Technologies of
drip irrigation, sprinklers and water management — captured in the “more crop for every drop”
campaign — may well hold the key to future Indian agriculture,” said the Survey, adding that
power subsidy needs to be replaced by direct benefit transfers so that power use can be fully
costed and water conservation furthered.

Temperature shocks

Extreme temperature shocks reduce farmer incomes by 4.3% and 4.1% during kharif and rabi
respectively, whereas extreme rainfall shocks reduce incomes by 13.7% and 5.5%. “Once again,
these average effects mask significant heterogeneity, with the largest adverse effects of weather
shocks being felt in unirrigated areas, it said. Ex-ante it is not clear which direction farm revenues
should move in — on the one hand, these shocks reduce yields, but on the other, the lower supply
should increase local prices.
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India needs $4.5 tn for infrastructure

Bumpy road:Underinvestment in infrastructure sector until recently was due to a collapse of public
private partnerships.  

India will require investments of about $4.5 trillion by 2040 to develop infrastructure to improve
economic growth and community well-being, according to the Economic Survey 2017-18.

“The current trend shows that India can meet around $3.9 trillion infrastructure investment out of
$4.5 trillion. The cumulative figure for India’s infrastructure investment gap would be around $526
billion by 2040,” it said.

There was massive under-investment in infrastructure sector until the recent past due to collapse
of public private partnerships, especially in power and telecom projects; stressed balance sheets
of private companies; issues related to land and forest clearances, it said.

The need of the hour is to fill the infrastructure investment gap with financing from private
investment, institutions dedicated to infrastructure financing like National Infrastructure Investment
Bank and also global institutions like Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and New Development
Bank which are focusing more on sustainable development projects and infrastructure projects.

The Survey pointed out that there was scope for developing the shipbuilding industry, currently
dominated by South Korea, China and Japan, in India. This will not only create a strong
manufacturing base but also generate millions of jobs.

Road sector

On road sector, the Survey said as on September 2017, out of the 1,263 total ongoing monitored
projects across sectors, there were 482 projects in road transport and highways with (original) cost
of Rs. 3,17,373.9 crore. Of these, 43 projects face cost overruns and 74 projects time overruns.

Further, it added that the share of Indian Railways in freight movement has been declining over a
period of time primarily due to non-competitive tariff structure.

The telecom sector is going through a “stress period with growing losses, debt pile, price war,
reduced revenue and irrational spectrum costs,” the survey added.
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Farm sector sees ‘feminisation’, says Survey

Bigger role:There is empirical evidence that women playa decisive part in ensuring food security,
the Survey said.  

With a rise seen in migration of men from rural to urban areas, there is ‘feminisation’ of agriculture
sector, as the number of women in multiple roles such as cultivators, entrepreneurs and labourers
is increasing, according to the Economic Survey 2017-18 released on Monday. The Survey also
stressed the need for an ‘inclusive transformative agricultural policy’, aimed at gender-specific
interventions.

“With growing rural to urban migration by men, there is ‘feminisation’ of agriculture sector, with
increasing number of women in multiple roles as cultivators, entrepreneurs, and labourers,” it said,
pointing out that worldwide, there was empirical evidence that women had a decisive role in
ensuring food security and preserving local agro-biodiversity. “Rural women are responsible for
the integrated management and use of diverse natural resources to meet the daily household
needs. This requires that women farmers should have enhanced access to resources like land,
water, credit, technology and training which warrants critical analysis in the context of India,” it
added. The Survey observed that crucial role of women in agricultural development and allied
fields was a fact long taken for granted.

Women’s contribution

“For sustainable development of agriculture and rural economy, the contribution of women to
agriculture and food production cannot be ignored,” the Survey said.

Notably, as per Census 2011, out of total female main workers, 55% were agricultural labourers
and 24% cultivators.

However, only 12.8% of the operational holdings were owned by women, which reflected the
gender disparity in ownership of landholdings in agriculture. The Survey added that with women
predominant at all levels — production, pre-harvest, post-harvest processing, packaging,
marketing — of the agricultural value chain it is imperative to adopt gender specific interventions.

“An ‘inclusive transformative agricultural policy’ should aim at gender-specific interventions to raise
productivity of small farm holdings, integrate women as active agents in rural transformation, and
engage men and women in extension services with gender expertise,” the Survey said.
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‘Need to revisit sops for renewables’

The government needs to revisit subsidies and incentives for renewables because its tariff is
approaching grid parity and some discoms are insisting for renegotiation of already inked PPAs,
according to the Economic Survey.

Fund mooted

The Survey also suggested setting up a payment guarantee fund or a foreign exchange fund for
renewable developers to reduce risks along with affordable financing. “There is a case for
revisiting the subsidies and incentives being given to the renewable energy sector,” said the
Economic Survey tabled by Finance Minister Arun Jaitley in Parliament on Monday, adding that
the levelised tariff was approaching grid parity.

As per experts, the tariff’s free fall last year would result in a situation where renewables would be
cheaper than coal-based thermal power and thus would affect thermal plants to create another lot
of bad loans or NPAs.

The Survey pointed out, “the discovery of very low (renewable) tariffs through the auctioning
process, though a welcome news, possibly contributed to some demands for renegotiation of the
already signed PPAs. Some discoms have hinted at possibility of renegotiating the PPAs signed
by them at tariffs higher than those in the recent bids.”

It also mentioned a CRISIL (2017) remark that renegotiating the tariffs could result in risk for
investments worth Rs. 48,000 crore.
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Framing the farming issue

There have been 87 Union budgets (including the interim ones) since independence. The finance
minister (FM) will present the 88th this Thursday. Almost every budget speech has recorded the
FM of the time speaking on the importance of agriculture and announcing a few measures. We
know that elections are won and lost on onions and pulses. In Andhra Pradesh, several years ago,
the Telugu Desam Party lost the election after a spirited and much-admired effort by Chandrababu
Naidu to modernize Hyderabad. Recently, the Gujarat elections have narrowed the majority of the
Bharatiya Janata Party. In both cases, commentators argue that the rural voter has felt neglected.

Rural and agriculture are not quite coincident circles, but they are, for sure, closely linked. Our agri
growth has been suffering for a long time and the trend continues; Q2 gross domestic product data
for 2017-18 showed that agriculture growth slowed to 1.7% as against 4.1% in Q2 of 2016-17. The
need of the hour, therefore, is to evolve a well-articulated framework to advance agriculture and
farming. The Centre can add value by coalescing multiple agrarian initiatives and schemes into a
holistic framework, which the states can debate, consider and adopt.

Agriculture is a state subject; so, the onus for reform and implementing new ideas lies on the
states. In this situation, what exactly does the Union agriculture minister do? What can he do? The
thinking and effort that led to the Green Revolution and continued to sustain it tells us about the
possibilities and potential.

Agriculture’s history: After Jawaharlal Nehru died, the new prime minister (PM), Lal Bahadur
Shastri, offered the agriculture ministership to Sanjeeva Reddy, who declined because earlier
incumbents like Jairamdas Daulatram, K.M. Munshi and Rafi Ahmed Kidwai achieved little
acclaim. Also, agriculture had a poor image compared to industry. Shastri called on C.
Subramaniam at his home to request his participation in the new cabinet and, at 10pm that night,
the PM told Subramaniam that he had been allotted the agriculture portfolio. Having served as
steel and heavy industries minister, Subramaniam wondered whether he had been demoted. The
story of how the 3 Ss made aggressive policy interventions has been well told—C. Subramaniam,
M.S. Swaminathan and S. Sivaraman (Hand Of Destiny, C. Subramaniam, Bharatiya Vidya
Bhavan).

The Green Revolution phase ran its course until in 2000, a new national agricultural policy (NAP)
was announced by the Atal Bihari Vajpayee government. NAP was targeted “to achieve an
agricultural growth of four percent per annum (which has not been achieved), to strengthen the
rural infrastructure, to offer a decent standard of living to farmers and to speed up value-added
agricultural growth”. Thereafter, the United Progressive Alliance set up the National Commission
on Farmers in 2004 and its report was submitted in 2006.

The fact is that even though farming is a pressing issue in the country, the country does not
currently have a holistic framework to advance agriculture, farming, animal husbandry and allied
subjects.

Need for a framework: Indian agriculture is sorely in need of transformation and such frameworks
are important in transformation management. Frameworks for transformation are crucial because
they assemble the complex pieces of the jigsaw. I feel that a national agricultural policy framework
can energize and unify fissiparous efforts.

What Subramaniam wrote about the situation in 1965 can be repeated with significant validity after
half a century, “I was able to look at agriculture from a completely different perspective. For
example, in an industry, no industrial unit can progress or succeed unless it is a profitable
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concern. I looked at agriculture from a similar point of view and, after some study, discussion and
analysis, came to the conclusion that Indian agriculture was a losing concern for the Indian
farmer.”

Learning from industrial policy: Developing a consensus with the states and executing a
national agenda is an urgent task of the Central government. A holistic national framework to
address agricultural problems could derive structural lessons from the way India industrialized.
There were four pillars on which the industrialization strategy was based. These played out over
70 years, admittedly with flaws and strengths, but today India is counted an industrial power.

Putting together a similar set of pillars for agriculture is essential to aggregate the wisdom that
already exists and to address the development issues that the nation faces. I have often argued
that the holistic plan should encompass technology, risk, institutions, policy and skills:

I. Technology incubation: outcome-based technology policy encouraging research, innovation and
incubation.

II. Risk institutions and financing: Banks and financial institutions to help promote technology
infusion, insurance and mechanization.

III. Institutions of governance: Promote farmer-producer organizations to be agri micro, small and
medium enterprises.

IV. Policy for farming: Focus on improving human and farm productivity..

V. Skilling: Agricultural technical training institutes.

We already have the Pradhan Mantri Kisan Bima Yojana, which is a significant development in
recent times. But this must be followed up with steps in the national budget that can bring a new
focus on agriculture as a key part of our growth story. The Billion Press

R. Gopalakrishnan is an author, corporate leader and former director of Tata Sons.

Comments are welcome at views@livemint.com
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